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EARTHQUAKE

TIDAL WAVE

DAMAGE MANY ITALIAN CITIES

The Island of Sicily the Center of Disturbances This Morning Which Caused Great Loss of Life and Damage
to Property in Numerous Places
Along the Coast and in the Interior.
Details of Catastrophe Are Hard to
Obtain as Wires Are Down.
PANIC STRICKEN PEOPLE FLEE FROM FALLING
AND SEEK

SAFETY

IN

Clty-Sold- lers

28.
Southern Italy
Dec.
Home,
as visited by a serious and fatal
carthquuke this morning. The center of the disturbance was in Sicily
and the greatest loss of life and property occurred on that Island. Reports are as yet incomplete, and the
extent of the destruction Is unknown.
everywhere
were
The people
thrown into a state of panic. At
a Sicilian town of 80,000
people, a number of houses were
shaken down and the inhabitants fled
into the streets, congregated at street
Vast
corners
and open places.
crowds gathered in the parks and the
churches were, j filled. At Mlneo, a
'
of Catania,
small town southeast
several houses collapsed and the
At
scene of panic - was repeated.
Catania the docks and shore front
were overwhelmed by a tidal wave.
Much damage was done to shipping,
but details are lacking.
At Agosta two churches and several houses were demolished but no
lives were lost. The prisoners In the
local Jail made their escape when the
building was damagd, and dashed to
liberty through the praying crowds
In the streets.
Troops have been called out to restore quiet and everywhere the soldiers are engaged In the work of rescue. Latest reports from Calabria
say that three dead and sixty wounded have been removed from the ruins
at Stefanconi. Sixty are said to be
Injured at Sannofrlo.
TUlal Wave Swoops Town.
Catania, Sicily, Dec. 28. A tidal
wave swept into this port today as a
and
result of earthquake disturbances were
the people along the water front
thrown Into an undeserlbable condi

tion of fear. The approach of the
gigantic wave could be seen for some
uistance and sharp cries of warning
rung out as the water came rolling
in. The people tied from the docks
und the water front of the town.
Wherever the sailors could go
ashore, vessels of all kinds were hastily abandoned.
Then the waters
came and left confusion and damage
in the wake. It is not known how
many lives were lost or the extent of
damage,
A number of fishing boats
were
swamped and three steamers In the
port were more or less damaged. The
Austrian fteamer Budatwo was nearly overwhelmed.
Much merchandise
hi the docks was washed away.
Reports from Palermo say that the
shock there lasted 52 seconds. Telegraph and telephone systems were
put out of business and railroad communication interrupted, but the submarine cables from Palermo are
still working.
Tlire Steamer Damaged.
London, Dec. 28. A dispatch received here today from Catania, Sicily, says that the Swedish steamer
Asta, the American steamer Budatwo
und the Italian steamer Orseole were
damaged by an earthquake and consequent tidal wave at that port. The
extent of the injuries to the vessels
are not given.
Violent Sliocks In Italy,
28. Violent earthRome, Dec.
quake shocks were felt at Calabria
at. 9:30 o'clock this morning. Serious damage Is said to have resulted
and some casualties are reported at
Mileto, Conadl and Stefanconi. The
shock was especially severe at Stefanconi, but San Gregorio, San Gior-go- a
and Majerata also suffered.
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Sydney. X. S. W., Dec. 28. Prepared to offer James J. Jeffries a purse of
$50,000 If he will fight Jack Johnson,
the colored fighter who defeated
Tommy Rurnn lure Saturday. Hugh
Mcintosh, manager of the fight, will
leave for the United States Jan. 2.
Every inducement will be made Ji
in the effort to have lilm meet
Johnson here.
in
brought
The fight Saturday
lTiO.000, the greatest amount ever
resulting from a prize fight. Of this
Burtis got 130.000, according to his
agreement, and Johnson got $",5H0
says
and expenses of $2,500. Burns
he will retire as he has made $2uO,OuO
and that I sufficient for his needs.
Whether Jeffries can be induced to
In
meet Johnaon Is problematical.
a. statement Issued a few days before
Ihe tight he Mild that he realized a
be
great deal of pressure would
brought to btar on him to fight Johnson if the negro whipped Burns. He
Beared, however, that because of his
four years out of training and other
reasons he would never again tight.
es
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28.
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Canada and Mexico Are Asked
Join With VnlUil States In
Movement.

to

Washington, Dep. 28. The governments of Canada and Mexico will be
asked to Join with the United states
in the movement for conservation of
the natural resources of North America, according to the announcement
made at the White House yesterday.
A conference has been arranged for
February 18 at the Whito House,
which will be participated in by the
reprienlativc of three governments,
If Canada anil Mexico accept the Invitations to be extended to them.
Letters to the governor-generand
premier of Canada and to President
Diaz of Mexico have been written by
President Roosevelt and they will be
delivered by Gifford I'inchot, chairman of the conservation commission,
who will leave today for Canada and
will later go to Mexico.
The letters
tell of the work already accomplished
and ask the assistance of the two
In carrying the movegovernment
ment to success.
al

HEROISM AT XKW YORK TIRE.
New York. X. Y., Dw. 28. Two
men painfully injured, one perhaps
fatally, the lives of a score of men,
women and children endangered and
$1U.0U0 worth of property destroyed
was the result of a lire in the three-stor- y
frame building; on Third avenue
at'Brooklyn early today. Two deeds
of more than usual heroism marked
the fire. Charles Tucker, a m m living
w ith his par. nts on the secon l floor,
Invalid s ster
carried his
down the moke enveloped maim to
safety. Fire Lieutenant Jareck was
left on the third floor after his comrades had all gone. Seeing his plight,
Firemen James McCrone and John
ladder after
Mc.Cue rushed up

Tampa, Fla.. lec
lr Cyrus R. Teed, of Korehan
fame, were Interred at Kstero in a
jTf!alIy prepared f.r that
vault
purpose, a 'cording to a telegram
from Vict. 'Ha Gratia, his widow and sue ess. r. and followers, giving lip of hla immeiliaie resurrection. Devout followers now beltevs
that on the seventh Jay, Dr. Teed will
again be animate. Great fating and
Jarecl
Celebrating will be held Wednesday.
f
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WILL ALSO PREPARE

TO SOLVE PROBLEM,

FOR MEETING

TARIFFIL

SAYS CARNEGIE

Attendance at Twenty-ThirAnnual Session of
the Teachers of the
Association

SESSION

A

d

Complete Schedule to be Labor Question Can ba Settled by Admitting Labor-er- s
Presented to the House
for Vote by
to a Partner
ship.

NEED THE
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WILL
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Eastern New rtextco Also Wants Clayton Says the Democrats Tells of Success of Plan as Tried
by Steel Company and OthNormal School Established
Should Stand Solidly and Deer Enterprises--RockefellIn
Complete
mand
Revision
That
Somewhere
Tells Sensaof All Present
Part of the Trr-- n
ory.
Schedules.
tions.
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Washington, Dec. 28. Miss Ethel Uoosevelt make
formal bow to
society tonignt at a ball to be given at the White Houso andhr
ttvhich will be at
tended by about 1,000 guests. This ball will be along the same linen as the
one seven years ago at which Miss Alice Roosevelt was Introduced to society,
except mat mere wui e a larger percentage of New orkers among the
guests.
Oiricluldom is being recognized to the extent of lnciudtnir all the rublnpt
officers and wives, chiefs of embassies and legations and the
of the
supreme court and their wives. Beyonfl this the irevltHUoJire Justices
pr'.nal compliments Jr- m Mrs. Hoosevck to the friends of her daughter. .
i tie, .Murine Dana will furnish the muslo and the supper will be served
at smatt tames placed in the state dining room, the family dining room and
the splendid red corridor. It will be an animated,
scene,
nuoseeu is lonu or uniiorms and every man entitled to wear one willfordoMiss
BO
uy request.
.ss nooseveii win ioiiow tno English fashion of low neck on all such
occasions. sne, tine ner sister, follows the style of the Empire, with the
simplicity of the Grecian drapery added thereto. Light blue or white are her
iavorne colors, wun sort, clinging silken fabrics her chosen materials.
vari-color-

IHE PROUDLY INDEPENDENT

WOMAN

NECESSARY TO MAKE THE REAL HOME
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Atlantic City, X. J Doc. 28. Thu
Amerit'un .oclollogical Boclety convened here today for a session of several days.
The meeting today was
preliminary to the active work of the
society,
A remarkable address on "How Do
Home Condition Heaet on the Family," was presented by Mrs. Charlotte
Perkins Gilman. .she traced the biological, sociological and ecomonlc history of marriage, the home, the family and In the course of her remarks
made some rather unusual if not
startling statements relating to motherhood, the modern home, the servant ((motion, and the relations of
husband and wife. Here Is one striking excerpt:
"The Industrial conditions of the
modern home are such aa to delay
and often prevent marriage.
Klnce
'the home' is supposed to arise only
from marriage. It looks as though the
situations were frankly suicidal. So
far, not seeing therie .things, we have
merely followed our world-ol- d
habit
of beaming the woman. She used to
be content with these conditions, we
say she ought to be now oack to
nature.
The w.'inan refuses to go
back the home refuses to go forward
and marriage waits. The Initial
condition of ownership, even without
upon
servitude, reacts unfavorably
the kind of marriage most desired. A
woman slave is not a wife. The more
absolutely a woman is her own mistress. In accepting her husband and
her life with him, the higher la the
grade of love and companionship
open to them. Again the economic
dependence of the woman militates
against a true marriage, In that the
element of the economic profit degrades and commercializes love and
so injures the family. It may be said
that the family with the male head
cannot exist in a pure form, without
its original concomitants of absolute
personal ownership and exploitation
of woman. When the ownership is
no longer that of true slavery but
enters into the contract stage when
marriage becomes an economic relation then indeed it ij degraded. Polygyny is a low form of marriage but
as modern polygamists have held It at
least tends to preclude prostitution.
The higher marriage toward which we
n
are tending requires
a
woman no one's property or servant,
and proudly Independent. Such marriage will find expression In a very different home."
In the course of her remarks about
the reaction of modern homo conditions upon motherhood, Mrs. Gilman
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ARE HERE IN FORCE
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PARKS, STREETS AND CHURCHES

Tidal Wave Overwhelms Seacoast Town, Drowning Many
and Wrecking Boats and Vessels, of All Description-Sa- il
ors Abandon Shlps.and Seek Safety With Fear Maddened
Are Ordered Out to Restore
People of the
Order and Assist In the Worn of Rescuing the Injured
and Burying the Dead Inhabitants of the Cities
Demolished.

Will

Newest and Most Charming
Portrait of Miss Roosevelt
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said in part:
"Ownership of women fnt Inter
teres with the power of selection so
essential to right motherhood
and
second enforces motherhood undeBlr
ed a grave physiological evil.
The
ensuant conditions of female servl
tude is un Injury in demanding labor
incompatible with right maternity,
and in lowering the average of hered
ity through the arrest of social devel
opment in the mother. It is not good
for the race that a majority of Its
female, parents should be unskilled
laborer, plus a few unskilled Idlers
"In poverty the overworked woman dreads maternity, und avoids It
If she can. If she cannot, her un
welcome and too frequent children
are not what Is needed to build up
our people. In wealth, the woman
becomes a perpetual child, greedy and
Irresponsible, dreads maternity
and
avoids it If he can. Her children
aro few arid often frail. Neither the
conditions of th" poor home nor of
the rich tend to a joyous and compe
tent maternity.
"In this one respect the home under present conditions 1m proven an
unfit vehicle for the family. In Itself
It tends to reiluee the olrthrate, or to
lower the quality of the most numer
ous children; and all of them Inherit
the limitations of a servile or an Irresponsible motherhood."
Mrs. Gilman deprecated the effort
to revive the old fashioned Industries
of the home, and exhibited little Interest In the replacement of ordinary
domestic arrangements with
housekeeping."
Her
summary of the history of the present
day family from its early beginnings
was vivid. "In Its present form," she
said, "it is an institution of confused
values, based on vital necessity, but
heavily encumbered with rudiments
of earlier stages of development, some
utterly mischievous ;showlng nlso the
thriving growth of new and admirable
features."
Her allusion to the general subject
of domestic service In Its various aspects wa-- s striking.
"The house is a place where the
man has his meals cooked and served
by the woman; his general cleaning
and mending done by her; she U his
servant. This condition accompanies
marriage, be It observed, and preIt has no relation
cedes maternity.
whatever to motherhood. If there are
no children the woman remains the
houxe-servaof the man. If ehe ha
many their care must not prevent the
service of his meals.
nt

An attendance of over 200 teachers
from all parts of New Mexico, each
anxious to show and be shown; a de
termined effort on the part of tha
teachers from eastern New Mexico to
meeting at Roswll next
have the
year; a movement for the establish
ment of a Normal school In eastern
New Mexico; a meeting of the council members this afternoon and the
annual oratorical
contest at the
Elks' theater tonight. These are features of the twenty-thir- d
annual meeting of the New Mexico Educational
association which convened here to- oay and will adjourn Wednesday
t vening.
More teachers are expected to ar-- l
ive tonight so that when the real
ftork of the session Is begun tomorrow the attendance will b larger
than at any previous meeting. Today the teachers were taken In automobiles and carriages and shown the
various points of Interest of Albuquerque and vicinity. While they
were doing that the members of the
council met at the high school for
discussion of numerous matters and
It In sold that some highly Important
subjects wi'l receive consideration.
vp
IIeado.uarto.-t- i for
teerhe- teen established at the Saoy hotel.
Each Is asked to register, secure a
badge and a membership ticket for
the coming year. A registration book
is also kept at the high school.
A committee met all trains today
in
and took the arriving teachers
t w. The committee was composed
of Mrs. T. I. Hutts. John Milne, D. C.
Taylor, J. It. McCollum, Miss Garcia,
Miss Hohhs, Miss
Elsie McGregor
and Miss Edith Everltt. The teachers
are spending today in gettWig settled
and sight seeing.
The oratorical contest tonight will
bring out a crowd and all the orai.'
tors have reported. The keenest
exists and there is a great deal
of speculation as to the outcome. Tomorrow morning the work of the session begins in earnest and thu teachers will be busy the rest of the time.
The proposition to establish a normal school in eastern New Mexico Is
championed by all teachers from that
part of the territory, led by Mrs. 8.
of
K.
Culberson, superintendent
Itooscvelt county. They say that
of lack of such a school there
in a dearth of teachers.
The teachers from Texas can't teach in New
xlca without taking an examination nere. As a consequence they
prefer to stay in Tejtas, New Mexico children go to Texas to be educated In higher Institutions, but with
a normal school to train teachers,
end give pupils advanced learning,
the situation would be different.
The officers of the association are:
C. (, Fisher, of Raton, president; W.
Fremont Osborne, of Portales, vice
s,
president; W. E. Garrison, Las
secretary; Luther Foster,
Park, treasurer; W. D. Sterling,
C.
E.
Albuquerque, local secretary;
Hodgin, J. E. Clark and R. IU Lar-kimembers executive committee.
All the members of the council,
which meets this afternoon to discuss Important changes to be made In
the school laws, have not arrived, and
t.ew cues will be elected today to fill
tne vacancies. The council Is comfollowing: Governor
posed of the
Curry, J. E. Clark. W. O. Tight, C. M.
Light, Luther Foster, W. E. Garrison,
It. P. Noble, MaJ. J. W. Wlllson, C. B.
Hodgin. R. R. Larkln, C. O. Fisher,
J. I Doderer. E. R. Graham, R. F
Asplund, A D. Hoenshell, Anna J.
ltleve, A. B. Stroup, Mark Howell, W.
F. Hustch, W. H. Decker and J. A.
rl-v'-

Ve-fca-

Me-sll-

la

n,

Wood.

The program for tomorrow follows:
TucMlay,
29, 0:30 a. in.
Elementary Section, J. A. Wood,
president.
High School Assembly hall:
1. "What and how much number
work should be done in the first and
Paper by Miss Elizs eond grades?"
abeth DuVal. Santa Fe schools. Genual discussion.
2. "Literature In the grades." Paper by Mrs. Leona Logue, eighth
grade teacher, Raton public schools.
Discussion by E. P. Conwell, superintendent city schools, Gallup, N. M.
3. "The Influence of school music
on the child." Paper by Miss Florence Scott, supervisor of music. East
Las Vegas rubllc school. Discussion
by Miss Ada T. Ogle,
fourth grade,
fr'anta Fe.
4.
The teaching of morals and
(Oontloned oo Page

rour.)

New York, Dec. 28. "In the fuWashington, Dec. 28. Henry D.
Clayton of Alabama, chairman of the ture, labor la to rise still higher. The
Joint-stoc- k
form open the door to
Democratic caucus in the House,
the participation of labor as shate-holdexpressed his views as to the
in every branch of business,
Democratic attitude on tariff revision, in this, the writer bel.evea, lies
tnk
"I have the most emphatic confi- final and enduring soiutlon of the labor
question.
iNothlng can sand
dence in the capacity of Champ Clark
against the direct manuge
end his Democratic assocW.cs of the ers. We aro only pioneersment of othduty
ways and means committee," said Is to start the movement, whose
leaving to
Clayton, "and I would In no partlc-u'a- r our successor lu full and free de.clety adInvade their appointed jurisdic- velopment as human
tion to speak for my party In the vances."
These are striking
committee deliberations on the tariff.
statements
Indeed, 1 would vote for any revenue found In an article by Andrew
In the forthcoming
measure they might propose, but I do
January
not believe it an act of Impertinence number of the Worlds Work made
to offer some suggestions.
tpub.lc touay. An editorial no.e
"It Is not sufficient for the Demo mat tnt article is tuken trom siat.s
Mr.
crats In Congress to assume an atti- Carnegie's new book "Problems of
tude of simple
negotiation and loday," and that It
pubi.to.ed
merely oppose the Republican offer- the magazine "because of the remark-lu
ing. We must formulate an entire able it might be called evn, aeoea-(clontarlft bill, covering every schedule
forecast that he tsmakes
from agate to nine, and go to the tho continued improvinunt lu t.ie vt
committee of the whole with It. We
of labor till profit-harin- g
must champion It, demand revision on its perfect work and tho laborer dots
and
Its every schedule and ask for a vote the capitalist become the same man."
ot ayeB and naves on It In the House.
Mr. Carnegie tells of th beginnings
"Wo are to have, it Is said, a made by the Carnegie Steel company
maximum and minimum snhedul. many eurs a. to ,&y
.mukiwt from ttmo
wn'ieh is ai.'utmi name1 tor recipiov't to tla.- -.
.i"t.iwcs. who
Ity. Of course, the Republicans will paid
lor
their
In the business
Insist on making the maximum as by their notes interest
payable
only out of the
big as they dare, but our bill might protits of the
business. Great care.
fit In for the minimum In some of Mr. Carnegie says,
the schedules, and therefore, let us mit workers of thawas taken to admechanical depress It. We want a complete bill partment
had hitherto been
on which to go to the country In the neglected which
by employers.
Speakins;
campaign of 1910."
further on of the combination of
many steel works Into the one United
States ssteel corporation he says that
STORE ROBBERS ARE
the problem, presented was not altogether new, "for Individual and corWANTED ELSEWHERE porate management have
since joint-stoc- k
companies
were
formed. The former had undoubtedly great advantages over the latter.
They Itroke Jail lit St. Imls While Able men managing
their own works'
Awaiting Trlnl for Robbing:
In competition with large bodies of
snareholders employing salaried manIHwtofflce.
agers, were certain to distance their
corporate competitors, and did so.
The two men arrested In San Ber- Nothing can stand against
the direct
nardino, Cal., on tho charge of rob- management of
owners."
bing the store of Michael Bros., on
Going on to speak of the experiSouth Second street, and brought here ment of the United States
to stand trial, have been Identified as poratlon in interesting its Steel corand
Otto Drake and Lee Kundig, two fed- employes in Its shares Mr.officers
eral prisoners who escaped from the says that "every corporationCarnegie
could
city prison at St. Ixiuis, Mo., while well afford to sell
shares to its savawaiting trial for robbing a postofflce ing workmen giving
preference in reat RIdgevllle, 111. When taken into payment at ccet as a
charge In
custody In California they gave two case of disaster, Just asfirst
present laws
other names and the discovery of provide first for the mechanic's
lien
their identity cme about In a very and for homestead exemption.- This
peculiar way.
Is due to the workingman who necesOne day last week a man giving sarily buys the sharus
knowlthe name of John Grubb went into edge, and is asked to without
buy
not
the office of Sheriff Coddlngton, of solely for his own advantage,them,
for
Gallup, and eaid that he wanted to the benefit of the company aa but
well .
give himself up. He said that he was the advantage
of both."
cold and hungry and was tired of
The writer points out that "Just a's
being a fugitive from justice.
He the mechanical world has changed
told Sheriff Coddlngton that he was and improved, so tne world of labor
wanted in Illinois for stealing a letter has advanced from tha slavery of the
out of a mail bag. He had been ar- laborer to the day of his absolute Inrested and was in jail at St. Louis dependence
now to tills day, when
awaiting trial, when some men who he begins toand
his proper place as
were in with him broke jail and he the capitalist-partne- take
r
of his employwent with them.
er. We may look forward with hope
Coddlngton
Sheriff
telegraphed Uni- to the day when It shall be the rul
ted States Marshal Foraker and the for the workman to be partner
marshal' office had a poster went out capital, the man of affairs givingwith
his
by the department of Justice asking business experience,
the workingman
authorities to look out for one J. J. in the mill his mechanical
to
Grubb. On the same poster were the the company, both, owners skill,
of the
names and pictures of Drake and shu'res and so far equally interested
Kundig.
in the success of
Joint efforts,
When Deputy United States Mar- each indispensable their
so that without
shal James Smith was bringing Grubb their
succesa
would ba
here for nafe keeping, the lattex told Impossible,"
him the story of the eHcape from the
Replying to the possible charge of
St. Louis prison and said he thought being
Mr. Carnegie deKundig and Drake were some place clares himself convinced
"tha
in this part of the country.
After huge combination and even that
the modGrubb had described them. Smith de- erate corporation has no chance
lt
cided that the men arrested in Cali- competition
with the partnership
fornia were Drake and Kundig. Mar- which embraces the principal
offishal Foraker and Deputy Smith aw cials and has adopted the system ot
the two men in the county jail thlH payment by bonus or reward throughmorning and confronted them with out Its work. The' latter may be rethe poster, and they confessed.
lied upon as a rule to earn handsome
They broke Jail at St. Louis at 10 dividends in times
of depression
o'clock on the morning of November ing which the former conducted durupIS, In broad daylight, and left St. on the old p'.an will Incur
actual lot-Louis that night for tho west. They and perhaps land In financial
embararrived here on Saturday evening, De- rassment.
cember 5, on train No. I, robbed the
way
By
of illustration,
tha
store of Michael Bros., and left the case of the Fllene Stores, heof cites
Boston,
city on train No. 7 before 1 o'clock which he says "has gone fartherest of
the morning of December 5.
all In the direction of making its emGrubb will be taken back to St. ployes shareholders."
The establish- -.
Louis and turned ovr to the United ment. he says, employs seven to nine
Drake and Kun- hundred men, the capital
State authorities.
hejd
dig. who are now the prisoners of the only by employes, and Is stock Is
returned to
local authorites, may be turned over
to the federal officers and taken back
(Cuitsmifcd oa. Fa go Four.)
to St. Louis.
to-d- ay
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Albnqurrquo Women Are Finding Re-liai IjlsC
It does seetn that women hava
nor than a fair ahara of the aches
and pain that afflict humanity; they
must "keep up," must attend to duties In spite of constantly aching
backs, or headaches, dizzy spalls,
bearing-dow- n
pains; they must atoop
over, when to stoop mean
torture.
They must walk and bend and work
with racking pains and many aches
from kidney Ilia. Kidneys cause mora
suffering than any other organ of the
body. Keep the kidneys well and
heaith Is . easily. . maintained.
Read . of
.
.
remeay ror Kianeys
only mat neipi
na crM
"aneys ana la endorsed
b Popla Jon. know,
Mr
la Johnson, living at 414
Nortn fourth street, Albuquerque. N.
M- "J8-- "Dons Kidney Pills quick- -

ef

Dcrlf?"

RATES.

SlllSCKIPTION

WOMEN'S WOES.

flim-fla-

MANAGING E ITOR

PRESl ENT

Entered as
nder Art of

SLIGHTLY

WILLIAM. F. BROGAN

W. S. STRICKLER

"Oh, Tom?" and smiled with Horls," but the messages th"rn.lve
were much alike, and they spike of
,ove and forgiveness.

big, brown eyes.
He got up and began to valk the
floor.
"With you to help nip." he
shIi!, enthuslnstlcal'y,
"I can fairly
up some little South American
r public or 8'iuth Sea island. Two
or three years to
the natives
then luxury for the remainder of
our lives. Doesn't it appeal to you,
he-

WAS

MONDAY, DECEMBER S".

ad-

It did, and she told him so.
ninn continued to walk the floor

The
hub-b.in-

g

with enthusiasm and itn'iklon.
It Jj not exactly the kind of cnthu-fifi'that the girl wou'd hvi.hosen
perhaps, ani he had a dir.ilei!ng
i.lea that It would not last.
tut she
the word ready, when he should ask
t'pfinal question the liyle.
g
"Yes."
Ttant.
In his excitement
he took up a
ncjl.'on m ar the rosewood
piano.
"I II make you a queen o.' the pnlms.".
lie tn ml ed. excitedly.
"Vm; shtt".
'ord it over a thousand 1usky maids- and after that tires, then
to wake up to the people at home.",
He pounded with his great
first
V.Z 'i.
upon the upright t'lano- ami the bat In the back, which had troubled ma
Intervals
for some time. Any prep- at
RublnsDIji
,n.e
,iumn?J
te'ed Mr.
"
'
V
"V "
again from his unstable
perch,
them as Doan Kld- Hnnfed fa or dmv.nv.irl upon :!"? f im,,71 1
Praise.
"
w !th j
floor, an I splatt't-.hnrtv....i
7 """"""""
kidney,
medicine I h ear- awfu, ,.;atter. The mm at the piano As
1
a "V1 Kidney Pills.- jumped at the noise and muttered
y
or
Pries 50
thing far better left unmuttered. The
roster-atUDuCo.. Bur10'
girl heard and shuddered. The look
United
enl tot th
' T" 0
of unearthly ambition flittered from
hifnr-nnrf a riaHi..uvi
in.w Bt1"
the nane Doan
snarl
.h.,..iwnik.. uo Ko., ' T"1Remember
tak no oth,r'
The girl saw and shivered. , The
"
. . i 1.
.
vt- man
.
r. -. i
j ..hi.
"
iuiiiiinu'iii- n
Drewner
Hair
and ClUropodlst.
mournful remains and placed thi m
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors opupon the piano once more. It was
posite the Alvarado and next door to
very, very hard unon Mr. Rubinstein
t,
ul Sturgea' cafe. Is prepared to give
1.1. '.'.u
t
corner the girl, who had seen a man thoroun calP treatment, do hair
uuumn
nu
unmasked, sat. almost ready to cry.';Ingrown
..
nails. She gives massage
a- a. i ...
""curing mrs.
Malcolm and he plunged again into
own preparation of com
his vaulting dreams. Hut the girl Bambini's
plexlon cream builds up the skin and
shook her head.
Improves the complexion, and is
"it cn t be," she said, tremulously, guaranteed
hot to be Injurious. She
"I was mad I was Jesting you must
also prepares hair tonic and cures
go."
prevents dandruff and hair falli,
,in... rnrl
romnnot.o- - and
ing out, restores life to dead hair, rebut
wouId
t h
and
moves moles, warts and superfluous
.
,v,
A
hair. For any blemish of the face,
ly for the second time that after- - call and
consult Mrs. Bambini.
noon. The poor torn remnant8 of
Mr Rublnteln Jarred once more to
This
Is Worth Reading.
,
mattpr
the nnnr. tn
ld
Leo F. Zellnskl. of 68 Gibson St..
,
Hp ha(, llvf(, h,
now
Buffalo, N. Y., saya: "I cured the
M
snd he na done ,
deed8 most annoying cold sore I ever had,
work an that wag the enJ o
with Bucklen's Arnica Salve. I apPoor Mr Rubinstein!
plied this salve once a day for two
That niRht tWo miPT cr0Be( ,n days, when every tnace of the sors
wa
the
Gne
headed "Dear was gone." Heals all Sores. Sold un- Harry'" a"d thP
Z
beant
ai, driigg.
.

The Month Below Hie Average. Wlih Heavier snows
ihdii U uul. says
Weather bureau

-

pll-lm- -I

world-rendin-

..

THE AMUOlKHOIK CITIZEN IS:

The month of November whs
slightly colder than usual, while the
greatest feature about the month was
the unusually heavy snow toward
THE ALoTQUERQl'E CITIZEN II
the end, according to the monthly reMexico.
ne finest equlp-- Job department In Xcw Aux-llarport of the weather bureau. The reNews Service.
The latest reports by Awoclutctl tritw and
port nays:
AVE GUT THE NEWS FIRST."
(cneral Summary.
average
temperature for the
The
"J'
W MEXICO"
STATEHOOD POR
month was somewhat lower
the
We favor the Immediate admission of the territories of New Mexico and normal, but not unusually than
so. for
Arizona' as separate states In the Union. Republican National Platform.
during the last fourteen years there
have been Ave Novembers with a
lewer average. The precipitation av- eruge was almoxt normal: ncverthe- less the precipitation was the moBt
noteworthy. -feuturp of thp month,, nn
heavy
account of the remarkably
snow that fell during the last few
cliexcellent
praising
the
to
Riven
are
Albuquerque
much
The people of
""V8- Drevailed
mate of thin city, which It must be admitted, can not bo equalled anywhere
weather
The warmest
in the world. Any one who has lived In this city a mnth or more, w ill bear from the 1st to the 10th; during thistestimony to the fact that Albuquerque Is the greatest health resort In the perioa tne rsovemocr maximum ternctrature occurred at all but five sta- -'
Southwest and has more accommodations than any other city.
was no one uny that was
These are facts which are so well known that they do not need further lions; merewarm,
and at stations in
publicity. But It Is f'Wlish to continue to exploit Albuquerque as a health re- markedly purt
of the territory the
port unless immediate steps are taken to provide a sewerage system, which the same
monthly maximum was on varying
will be Inadequate to carry off the refuse in a sanitary manner.
local conditions having had
This may sound as somewhat of a reflection upon Albuquerque, and It Is. dates,greatest
Influence over Its occur- However, the ahame of It does not lie with the newspapers for calling it to the
In the eastern counties the
public attention, but with those who secretly or otherwise, oppose the con- rtnee.
coldest weather was on th 14th; in
struction of a sewer system.
north central part of the terrl- It Is a well known fact that the city is compelled to employ sewerage the
wagons every night, to empty the manholes in the principal business and res- tory It was on the 30th. and else- i ne great- idence sections of the city, The sewerage collects there from five to ten feet
est departure below the normal tern- deep daily. The stench from these cess pools and they are nothing more
Pera ure occurred n San Juan county
ts sickening and unhealthful.
The sewer expert, Mr. Oray. said that In any other climate but that of and in the mountainous country north
from Las Vegas to
thla city, Albuquerque would undoubtedly have long ago been depopulated by of a line drawn
Santa Fe; In northeas ern Socorro
disease resulting from lack of sewerage and proper drainage.
The question of Issuing S29O.00O worth of sewer bonds will come before county the mean was slightly above
the normal; in the. remainder of the j
the people of Albuquerque January 19 for their approval or rejection.
It la no longer within the power of the city officials to authorize the territory It was below the normal, but
building of a aewer. On the vote of the people next month will that queshalf of
tion depend and it la to be hoped that an overwhelming ballot will be cast
New Mexico there wus light rain or
tor the newer bonds.
a',
snow
on
on
13th.
the
open
the
26th
and can
The qustlon of how the aewer Is to be constructed is still
be settled after the bonds are voted and not before. There are a number of storm covered the entire territory, '
WITH AMPLE MEANS AND UNSURPASSED FACILITIES
projects being urged In that direction. Several of them have much the ap- and precipitation was general until
pearance of being framed especially for the purpose of making the people the 29th. This precipitation was in
the form of snow in all districts exloath to vote for the bond issue. No attention, however, BhoulJ be paid 40 cept
In the extreme southeast and on
those Individuals who are acting only from selfish motives.
th.snow
The people must remember only one thing at this time and that Is the the southern uordcr (in
Imperative necessity of a modern sanitary sewer system without furthef de- was, Jn most localities, th heaviest
layThe voting of the bonds Is the first step to that end. After the bonds of any November covered by the recOF LBDQDERQUE, N. M.
,
have been voted, the people can take up the question of building the sewer ords.
with due economy and with due speed.
Temperature.
Kxtends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation
It Is useless for us to talk about the building of a greater city or of InThe mean temperature for the terwe
and Solicits New Accounts
long
as
ducing more health seekers and tourists to locate here, so
refuse ritory, determined from the records
to safeguard the population by carrying off and destroying In sanitary
r
61
of
having
a
mean
stations
altitude
I
1.
er, all thAsewerase of tire city.
of 000 feet, was 41.1 degrees, or
No man whrtiasthee
interests of the city at heart, caa honestly op- 2.7 degrees below the normal, and 0.6
pose bond Issue lor auch a purpose.
degree higher than the mean for No- v ember,
1907.
The highest local
monthly mean was 61.7 degrees at
Carlsbad on the 8th and at Monu- SOLOMON LUNA, President
ment on the 2d and 7th. The lowest '
W. 5. STklCKLER, Vice President and Cashier
In recounting the modern methods and conveniences of New York hotels, local monthly mean was 27.0 degrees'
the World tells the following story"
at Ellzabcthtown; the lowest temper- W. J. JOHNSON, Assistant Cashier
Mr. Smith duly arrived in iNew York, saw Jones and several others, but aturo recorded was 12 degrees
at
found that the most important man of all chanced to be called out of town.
William Mcintosh.
Gllzabethtown on the 30th. The
J. C. Baldridge,
"That's all right." said Jones; "I'll need you in my business, anyway. greatest local range of temperature
U
A.
M.
Blackwe
O.
E. Cromwell.
We're shy a man tonight up at the house. I'm giving a little dinner for my for the month w&as 88 degrees at
wtfe'a Bister, and Jim Robinson can't come because of a death In his family. Luna, and the least was 47 degrees at
wmm
You'll fill In fine. We're going to have a nice, brisk dinner and then hurry Rosedule; tho greatest daily range aMi
'along in a theater 'bus to the play and supper afterwards. Come along; at 74 regrees at Bluewater on the
you'll have a good time."
a an.
face fell. They were standing at the Hotel Knickerbocker desk.
Precipitation.
"Nothing better," said he gloomily, "but I haven't any evening clothes
The average precipitation for the
with me."
"What's that?" chipped in the clerk, who knew Smith pretty well. "That's territory,79 determined from the recstations, was 0.86 Inch, or
easy. It you can't fit Into one of our forty-eigevening suits I'll buy for all ords of
0.0$ Inch below the normal,
hands,"
and
0.08 Inch more than for November. '
'What?" echoed Smith,
1907.
greatest
The
monthly
amount
v
"Sure as you're alive," answered the clerk. "Front! Take this gentlewas 2.35 inches at Chama, and the'
man up to the valet's room and see that he's fitted properly."
was
least
a
trace
Demlng.
at
The
And bifore the astonished Smith could realize it. he found himself at- greatest
amount that fell in any 24
tired up to the minute and on his way to Jones' for a Jolly evening.
consecutive
was
hours
1.65
inches at
Mr. Smith had found out that the New York hotel has all the comforts
of home and mure. The Knickerbocker keeps swallow-tail- s
and dinner Elk on the 28th. The average number
days
of
0.01
with
inch
or more
Jackets to fit all sixes. Just for the convenience of guests caught as Smith was
forty-eigin all count 'em and there ore ten valets to help you dress. was S.
This past week the Plaxa also added one more convenience for the out
of town guest. A force of Interpreters were placed on the hotel staff. These
polyglots will meet you at train or steamer and do all your talking, no matter whether you are a Russ, a Turk, a Frenchman, a German or a Spaniard.
"Many people coming to New York," explained Manager Hterry, "will
DAILY SHORT STORIES 1 1
will
A.
enjoy their visit much more if they have at their service persons who speak
ft
T. & S. F. Ry. in Colorado,
the language auoken by the visitors and also know English and New York. 44M
We are now able to provide any one with Interpreters of a high grade of InMexico
Tex.,
telligence, who will assist the visitors during their stay in New York."
Mil. KUIIENSTKIN, M.VHTYK.
j
One woman came to New York during the week for her Christmas shopone-thir- d
for
By Stuart 1). blone.
ping. When all her parcels had come to the Hotel Belmont she found to her
despair that it was a physical Impossibility to gel them buck to Stamford
sale,
Dec.
23,
24, 25, 30, 1008,
.with her. In her distress, she appealed to the clerk.
Mr. Somers slammed the parlor-doo1,
"'Perfectly simple," he said. "We always have trunks for the convenas he departed, slammed it with
ience of our guests who have been shopping. We will send a maid upstairs such violence that the paster bust
1909.
4.
Call
office for
to pack them for you; all we ask Is that you return the trunks by express to of Rubinstein on the rosewood piano
us as soon as possible."
fell to the floor and was noseless unfull
The delighted woman an hour later had the checks for four trunks in til the end of time. The girl of the
her purse and was on her way rejoicing another problem solved!
parlor gathered up the maimed Mr.
At the Waldorf bath robes and slipper are provided for guests, and there Kublnstein and skipped him upon his
is a trained nurse always on hand, as there Is In all of the larger hotels. Of I erch once more and this time his
course, every hotel of any pretensions has Its house doctor. One hotel lias bie was shivered dreadfully. This
even an operating room with all the modern surgical appliances.
quarreling of lovers was something
There is a hotel minister who will marry you or bury you. Just as you I'irce, mused Mr. Rubinstein.
please: a hotel lawyer will give you legal advice; there are chaperones for
After the man had gone Miss Car- lone women who want to go to the theater or go out at night; there are , son raged and raged. She did not
guides to the city; free books and periodicals.
tare and she hated Harry Momers, and
Fur small com the guest may summon a manicure to the room or a bar- she would never sprak to him again
ber or a massage operator or a hairdresser. There are long distance tele- i In the world. Then she quitcd somephones that reach Chicago and further in every room in all the big hotels. what, becoming desperately cynical
There is a valet to press and repair clothes of both men and women. You and ready for adventure, coquetry and
can buy itowers and candy and souvenir postal cards galore.
most anything recklessly daring. And
If the hotels of New York would only provide some one to pay the bills then the other man came.
of the
then hotel life in New York would surely be one grand, sweet
"How well you are looking!" he be
song!
gan, with compliment.
I
She cooed and encouraged, and thus
After that African hunting trip, it may be possible I i induce Mr.
the light grew in Tom Malcom's eyes
for lie saw that he had been missed.
to go in search of th- - North Pole and likely there are a number of
I Hj
gentlemen who would be delighted to see. him try it.
talked of lands he had seen and'
I
the deeds ho had performed, with! '
'
An idle woman is the Oevll's workshop, hut an idle man is the Devil's veiled hintings at hearts here and
whole manufacturing plant, with all the latest improved machinery for pro- hf.1rtM thfra that tl',,1 uiifr.ir.l vna.rKA'
ducing sin and misery.
for Mr. Thos. Malcom, gentleman
It makes no difference to us whether your bill of maIt pleased her and she
Don't forget that a sewer system Is the first step in the making of greater nodded vivaciously, for what was the '
terial be (or a chicken coop or the largest building in
Albuquerque. Oood roads are all ri(bt but they can wait.
world after all, but a place for
the country, we are prepared to turnish the same at
luarttireuk and adventure and
lowest prices
Our lumber is well seasoned, which
Christmas was an occasion of rejoh in In Chicago. All the raili "add offered Buch low rates that any Chicagaan could go out of town for the day
makts it worth 15 per cent mote to the buiiuit g than
"It Is tine" she encouraged. "I
and enjoy real living.
aiwsys expected gre-t- t .Iiiiiks of yjj,
the lumber you have bei 1 u ing. Tr us.
Tom."
New York pulled off a theater flro with 'Ul a panic in the audience. Those
"i' I had .Vou to help me " be
SUPERIOR LUMBER '& MILL CO.
New York people aie m a fully blase.
Migyrsted, and she smiled even
at
this.
FISST Sir.LET. Sc:!j tf Vistat,
AlBUQ'JERQK, N. M.
"Tom and Jerry" pat I the usual fines in police court this morning.
"Inris." he said, "thla time I am
n tt tndng away without you."
Now we understand why Castro left home "for his health."
She said neither yes nor no.
The leading Republican daily and weekly newspaper of tlie Southwest.
The advocate or Ilcpulillean principles and the "Square Deal."

TOYS and DOLLS
and everything for Clirlxtmns present
Dolls 2c to 13.00.
Cups hnd saucers, 5c te 5C,
Doll carts, 10c to 11.75.
Wheelbarrows, IGe.
'hairs, 20c and JOc.
Folding tables, 75c.
Express wagons. $1.09 to $3.00.
carts. 26c.
Fire engines, 15e, $1.75.
Tin toys, 8c to 76c.
Automobiles, J6o to $2.00.
Men'a gloves,
to $1.60.
Women's glovoe, 25c to $1.60.
Girls' gloves, 15e to 60c.
Girls' coats, $1.50 to $4.00.
Ladles' coats. $4.00 to $15.00.
Fur collars, $1.00 to $ 00.
Boys' overcoats, $3.00 to $7.00.
Men's overcoats, $5.00 to $12.00.
Handkerchief. 6c and up.
And hundreds of .(trier suitable Xmaa
articles. Open exenlng.
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Cftmate ds. Sewerage
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BUYERS' UNIOP

Highland Livery
Phone

RAM BROOK IIRO

lit,

59.

turn on ta. B
Proprietors oi

Cp-to-d- aJ

In

tne

the city.

SB.

Irtrars
ia."

picMM

THE

CHAMPION 6R0CCRY CO.Afatrsiice Bros.. Proprietor

Grocery

tod

Meat Market.Stanli

1

,

j

New Cajined Fruits and Vegetables,

tssst

I

and Fancy

Groceries

j

The CIMaen is not read
hurriedly, but thorough,
ly ho that all adverttac-men- u
receive their share
of attention. It presents
the store news a little
ahead, giving the pro.
Iiedive purchaser time
to plan a shopping toar
for the next morning.

tu

Tlormu. Phono

T

,,

.ZrZern
1

ba

--

11

i,

.

rlecanse The Oltlsea Is n
home paper. It Is either
delivered hy carrier si
tlie house or Is earrlcd
home hy the hnrtnet
man when hU day's work
Is done and It STAYS
THERE. A morning pa.
to
uflually carried
I
down town by the head
of the family and hurriedly read.

nnt
WM. DOLDE, rrop.
122
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COMMERCE

v

swsr
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si

Wise advertisers patronize The Citlaen beoause
they know their adver
tlsements are seen and
read at the homes in the
evening, and If they are
offering something wor-th- y
of attention, their
ad has accomplished its
mission.

a

ways been successful winning popular
appreciation by the excellence of our
Ingredients and our baking, as quality of the highest grade Is our demand. For appetizing and luscious
flavor, our cakes and pastry are unexcelled, and we make every kind that
Is possibly called for by our patrons.

CAPITAL. S150.000

Better cfttan Heme

w

IXMt XEV YKAIt CAKKS
our facilities are always equal to the
greatest' demand, and we have al-

THE.

B A NK of

-

rt

1

-

Some
Reasons

"

d

HM.

I

Pioneer Bakery.
207 South First St

j

The Citlaen has neves
given premiums to
but is subscribed
to and paid for on its
news merits,
showing
that Its subscribers have
money with which to buy
wliat they want from
legitimate
merchants.
These are the people
Tins , Citizen Invites to
your store. '

OOCXXXXXXXX)OCXXXXXXXXXXXXX3

sab-acribe- rs

FOR RENT
Store, Rooms on FirHt at. and
AY cut Central
ave. More rooms
on Fifth ., between Went Cen-

tral and Cold.
FOR HALB 8 acres, 7 iiillen
from city at a bargain.

ht

M. L. Schtitt

0000

lit Ponth

OCXXOCXJCXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJ

W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.

Account Christmas and New
years Holidays

ht

I

Tickets
and
of

ED. FOURNELLE

1909; return limit Jan.

T.

vLE?

and Builder

ECONOMY

Promptly

Phones:

Shop 1005; Residence

Attended

Are yon advertising la
The rutlaen? Your
are, and ara
Itrnflting by It. Do jom
think conservative bast-uemen are spending
money where they ara
not getting remiltM? Get
in tlie swim and watch
your burthiens grow.

to

csa-petito-

S63

rs

M

E. Purdy,

IN

Jobbing

Ship Center Fourth St. and
ALBUQUERQUE,

:

ftttfiftfmttttffvtftttftfttmtttfnoa

gui-M- s

E

Carpenter

at ticket

information.

ZT5

The Citizen employs a
man whose buxtneaa it Is
to look after your adver-tiHln- g
.wants.
He will
write your copy if you
wInIi. If not, he will see
that your ads are Hset
up" to look their best
and he will attend to
them from day to day.

LIVERY, SALE, FEED
TJ
TRANSFER STABl-- "
Horses aad Ifulss fcoucht
4 Bs
ebaogsd.
BEST TURNOUTS IS TH
CTTT
ama
Seoead Street between Ctntt
Cop par Ave.

be sold to points on
New
and El Paso,
at fare
round trip. Dates

andJan.

z

x

Second Stress,

LUMBER

Copper Art.

N. V.

Don't Forget The
ALBUQUERQUE

PLANKS

MILL

N

THE OLDEST MILL IN TILE CTTT
When In need of sash, door frames
eta. Screen work a speolalty. 40
South First Sreec Telephone

Is the Best

KILL the COUCH
AND

CURE the LUNGS

Advertising

Dr. King's
Ihvi Discovery
w,th

devil-may-car- e.

Aledium
in

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

8

Albuquerque

GUARANTEED 8ATISFAC'i0ii.i
OR MONEY ItEFDNDtU.
--

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA

ALBUQUERQUE omZE23.

MONT AY, TrtTCHHnfcn 28, 1908.
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PRESIDENT

THE

Hops and Barley the mere mention of these prodncts
must suggest to you the splendid nourishing and tonic
properties obtained in good beer.

WRITING

IS

Members of Congress Anxious
to Know What He Will Say
of Secret Service.
2 3.
From all
Hoosevelt rxptts
to spend a good ,purt of the holiday
season tn collecting the evidence and
preparing the case upon which he
opes to show there was warrant for
his Insinuations that Congress had
refused to extend the operations of
lie secret service because Congressmen were afraid of being investigated.
The president's answer to the resolution of the Houso calling upon him
to make good his sensational accusations is to be a long document, according to report, and full- of explanation of the reason which induced
him to get the Idea before the country that there was corruption In the
legislative branch of the government.
The president's' expected plea for
the establishment of a general bureau
f criminal investigation to take the
place of the prescribed' secret service
is bound to cause a lively debate in
Congress if a bill to curry out Mr.
Roosevelt's Ideas in this connection
ver gets before either House.
It goes without saying that this
d
ompijehensive scheme will be
vigorously by the arguments
advanced previously against an extension of the powers of the secret
service. According to those who have
voiced it, tills opposition is not due to
prevent the fullest Investigation of
orruption In the government service
and the detection of those engaged In
rlmlnal questions against the gov- eminent, but to an unwillingness to
kulld up a permanent extensive secret
police under a single head, when results can be accomplished in a more
satisfactory manner by present meth-

Washington.

Doc.

com-batte-

ods.

'

'

Cabinet officers have Indicated thnt
secret service agents were not capable
f doing certain expert investigation,
such, for example, as that required In
detecting land frauds, In which men
f superior intelligence familiar with
the land laws and possessing some legal ability and training necessarily
must be employed to Insure success.
The same principle applies to investigations undertaken by the department of justice, the bureau of corservice,
porations, the immigration
and to certain branches of the agricultural department.
Ther are musty rumors as to the
contents of the presidents prospective
message in response to the House
resolution. It is said that one argument to be employed by the president
will embrace a reference to the failure
of the secret service to get evidence
against a man suspected of stealing
a large amount of money from the
government because, before the evidence could be completed, the secret
service agents were obliged to withdraw from the cose, under the direction of Congress that such agents
ahould be employed only in the detection and prevention of counter-featin- g
and guarding the person of
the president.
One story is that the president will
attempt to Justify his statement that
the chief argument in favor of the
limitation placed on the operations of
the secret service was that "the Congressmen did not themselves wish to
e investigated
by secret service
men." It is said that condemnation
by a representative of the system of
espionage on Congressmen alleged to
have been practiced by secret service
agents is to be the basis for this
justi-catlo-

n.

Another story is that the president
will tell of the failure of a prominent
Republican to make public a letter in
regard to the secret service which the
president had written to him, this
letter containing information which,
it is contended, would have convinced
many members of the necejsity of
enlarging instead of curtailing the
functions of the secret service.
Still another statement is that the
president's answer will be transmitted
copies of magazine and newspaper articles tending to show that opposition
to the extension of secret service acfrom high quartivities
ters In Congress.
As these reports are unsubstantiated by the testimony of anybody in
authority, and In the absence of into
spired statements with relation
them, it is not possible to say whether
their circulation Is warranted by the
president's intentions.
w--
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JiMl'LOYMEXT

AGENCY.

212 West Silver Aveuuc.
" Help, all kinds, furnished on thort
aotlce. Give us your orders If you
eed help. Unemployed, list with us

you want work.
Wanted Carpenters, Nj, 1 Machin
ist, gooil blacksmith and good woman
at

eook.

SB

At once.

Before buying call and see our list
f residences.
Price $850 to 15,000
Vacant lots fo sale. John Borra- tlc, corner Third tnd Gold.

is many years since banking was
conducted on such sound and conservative lines as at present, and results will unquestionably be bene
ficial.

exports were not Important,
but they Invite attention to two facts,
first, the continued extraordinary accumulation of gold by the Bank of
France, and, second, the unsatisfactory stuto of our foreign trade. Our
exports of merchandise In November
were only 1161,000,000, a decrease
of $43,000,000
compared with last
year, while our Imports fell to
or $7,000,000 less than last
Doth exports
and Imports
Market Is Not Affected by Dis- year.
were the smallest In November for
several years, deflecting not only
cussion of Schedules-Hop- eful
dullness at home, but also abroad.
The excess of merchandise exports
Spirit
for the month was only $57,000,000,
which was much less than usual and
which In connection with the selling
of American securities would suggest
New York, Dec. 28. Firmer call further gold (.hipments were it not
remittances and fairly
money, declining bank reserves, con- for January
liberal takings of our new bond Issues.
traction In loans and resumption of In eleven months of the fiscal year
gold exports naturally caused reac- our exports have fallen $152,000,000,
tion In the stock market. Added to while our Imports showed the tremendous shrinkage of $326,000,000,
this was the quieting effect of ap- leaving
for that
proaching holidays. The money mar- period an excess of exports compared
of $559,000,000,
ket is again the dominating factor, with $385,000,000
a year ago. Such
and any further intensification of tha were
the effects of the panic upon
above conditions would of course act our foreign
trade. Our sales abroad
adversely on stocks. Time money li
much less than our
4 per cent, and were curtailed
plentiful at 1
!
a tendency which of
seems likely to so continue for some purchases,
served to strengthen our contime ahead. Meantime requirements course
'
should increase as trade improves, dition financially.
A good demand for bonds la one
and large demands jpon the mony
market seem probable from new c- - of the most satisfactory features.
curlty Issues, but the future of time Investors seem Inclined to discrimmoney ior tne next six montns is inate against stocks because of their
generally regarded with complacency. high level and because there are numIn call money temporarily stringency erous good bonds to be had at about
is not impossible, as high rates often 4 per cent level. Stocks have had a
occur in the closing week of the year fair decline since the rise following
previous to Januury disbursements. the election, but not sufficient to
Hy the middle of next month, how tempt the conservative Investor, who
ever, call money should be normal Is more anxious to keep his capital
once more. The big hrlnkage in Intact than to secure large dividend
on the
bank reservts, due largely to govern returns. This cautiousness
ment withdrawals, inspires a cau part of the Investor is conspicuous
feeling, especially as we and Is one of the affects of the panic.
tionary
should be facing a detieit in reserves There Is plenty of capital awaiting
had not loans undergone a sharp con good investments, but no over-con- fl
traction of over $30,00,000 in the last dence is seeking Its employment.
two weeks. Our surplus reserve ha.i January disbursements are estimated
receded fully $50,000,000 during the at about $180,000,000, or practically
last three or four months; so that j the same as last year. Some decline
there has been a heavy contraction of was shown in dividends to be dislending ability on part of the btik, bursed, but this was offs"t by Increaswhich must have materially restrain ed Interest payments, due chiefly to
ed speculative activities, and no douo: new bond issues by the
railroads.
largely explains the recent declines. The railroad situation is gradually
There U still a noticeable and com Improving. Earnings are beginning
spirit of conservatism to make favorable comparisons with
mendable
among bankers, which while not dis the panic period last year, and in
couraging healthy speculation turns spite of Idle cars, many of which no
a deaf ear to all questionable enter doubt should be in the scrap' heap,
prises and
schemes." the volume of trafffc Ib almost up
Gold

HAS NO EFFECT

STOCKS

$104.-000.00- 0.
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a
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quickly '
For heating the bath-roogreat convenience, and will
the
nuke
morning dip as glorious as in the rummer.
Now it's breaklast time make the room eory and cheerful
your
breakfast more enjoyable and start the day without a shiver. The Auto
matic omokeless Device prevents all smoke and smell
and makes it impossible to turn the wick too high or
burns 9 hours with
too low. Cleaned in a minute
one filling. Finished in Nickel and Japan. Every
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heater guaranteed.
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to that of 1906 ; so with Setter rates
and economical operation the railroad outlook for 1909 Is quite satis
factory. This fact has no doubt
much to do with the confidence
which the market leaders still display concerning
their specialties.
Traders have regarded the recent decline with some satisfaction, as it
tends to encourage activity. The technical situation has unquestionably
been Improved by recent developments, and the market shows an undertone which means renewed buying In case of further decl.nes. In
the last week of the year flurries In
call money often temporarily unsettle
the stock market.
The market shows surprising resistance to tariff reduction talk. The
steel tariff Is of course the main
point of discussion, and
Mr. Carnegie's fiank statements will doubtless do much towards lowering the
steel schedules, which have always
been considered the keystoiie of the
protective arch.
And yet United
securities, which are
States Bteel
scattered among 113,000 stockholders,
showed no greater declines than other
active shares, and fell less than one
point on the day of Mr. Carnegie's
Evidently,
most daring statements.
as stated In these ' advices several
weeks ago, tariff revision Is not going
to be very harmful to business Interests; because the tariff is in the
hands of Its friends, our Industries
are In better position to meet a cut
than ever In our history, and there
are many Hnej of . manufacture that
by
would be positively stimulated
lower duties. The worst that can
happen Is uncertainty and delay,
which complicate calculations entering
Into the future.
If any depression
comes as the result of tariff agitation
The Leading Evening Newspaper of New Mexico
it will be mainly from this source;
hence it behooves Congress to give
the country prompt and equitable
revision.
The year draws to a close with a
hopeful but sober spirit pervading
all business circles.
Conditions,
though In happy contrast with a year
ago.
are not entirely satisfactory.
Trade Is often quiet and recovery
slow, but the outlook for 1909 Is encouraging, for the situation Is sound,
confidence U growing and our natural
resources are unimpaired.
ed, after the plague appeared In San
Francises In 1S07, only one hundred
HANm.ING A JUG CICOWD.
and fifty cases developed, because of
One of the problems the manage- the prompt enforcement of
ilbaqnerque Foundry and Machia; Works
ment of the National Ktock Show at sanitary regulations. The awful visit
r
Denver has been working upon Ls that ation which decimated London In
r
& P.
rniijilim
of handling the thousands of people 1664 was so noticeably confined to the
mira, una Bars, Babbitt Metal; Column am4 Iraaj
will
who
attend the show in Denver, slums where underfeeding had weak
Ptilldlnf.
Xrm tut Kaa Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumbsr Cars;
January
Lat year there ened bodies and overcrowding had
Mwymir mi Mining ana Mill Machinery a Bsmj
passed the gates of the show 108,000 developed dirt and vermin, that the
FoomOrj IQaat Side of Itailroad TrscksL
people. It is expected' that this num- disease was called the "poor man's
Alboqi
K.
ber will be doubled at the coming plague."
show, but the management expects to
Nevertheless, we can not rest easily
handle tnem with less trouble than nor can we keep the barriers and de
the smaller number last year. The fenses adequate, without great vigi
Denver Tramway company will put lance, while In the Orient the flis- In a loop at the stock yards, passing ease
remains virulent. Always there
the ehow grounds and the new
THE STORY OF
Is the possibility of plague-stricke- n
ThU will enable the tram- rats reaching us in such numbers as
way to keep a continuous utrlng of to spread the bacilli broadcast.
strett cars going and coming. The
big problem, however, is to take care For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum.
of the big crowd that will attend the
The intense Itching characteristic
evening performances.
There will of these ailments la almost instantly
probably be from seven to ten thous- allayed by Chamberlain's Salve Many
OR FURNISHED ROOM
and people attend the evening show. severe cases have been cured by It.
They will ell want to go out between For sa'e by all druggists.
'and 8 o'clock and will all want to
If told in our want columns will
return at tiie same time. To care for
this crowd, In addition to the tram- We Furnish Information and Ideas
quickly bring you a tenant
way cars, trains will be run on the
Burlington and Union Faciiio, which
Any Topic Under the Sun.
will take a large part of the crowd
Our trained readers resd thousands of
out and bring It back. It is expectdally, and will gather items
We will tell the story for jou
ed that by this method the people can publications
on any subject or topic of value to you,
be handled without trouble.
It will which may appear In any of the current
and weekly news, trade and techtake twenty minute to reach the nhow dally
nical Journals of the Pacific Coaat or
One time for 25 cents
from down town by street car and United
States, Canada, Hawaii, Philipabout ten minutes by train.
pines snd Mexico.
Three times for 35 cents
Poeitlva advance news Items In a
and profeaalons furnished dally.
THU 11AT A M KNACK TO HEALTH, trades
Six times for 50 cents
Low rates.

TOMORROW'S BUSINESS DEPENDS LARGELY ON TODAY'S
ADVERTISING. DON'T LET TOMORROW TAKE CARE of ITSELF

Prepare to get your
share ot Prosperity
by Advetising in
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One prees Item may make or save you

(Equipped with Smokeless Device)

Bayb Lamp

od

"The Vacant House"

Morning
Comfort
f Open your sleeping-roo-

8

STERN SCHLOSS A CO. Wholesale dealers.
SU West Central Ave. rhoae 142.

CHANGE

TARIFF

Is

For over sixty years on merit. Think of it All
these years "Blatz" has held fast to honest, uniform
quality. Small wonder then that the various Blatz brands
the demand is ever increasin g.
are so popular today-th- at

It

In.-plr-

Marked for Death.
"Three years ago I was marked for
death. A graveyard cough was tearing my lungs to pieces. Doctors failed
to help me, and hope had fled, when
my husband got Dr. King's New Discovery." says Mrs. A. C. Williams, of
Bac, Ky. "The first dose helped me
and Improvement kept on until I had
gained 6S pounds In weight and my
health was fully restored." This medicine holds the world's healing record
for coughs and colds and lung and
pneuthroat diseases. It prevent
monia. Sold under guarantee at all
druggists. 50o and 11.00. Trial bot-B- e
free.
P.

for a
Prosperous
Business Season
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of time and money.
(Michael Williams In Success Maga lotsAddrete
We assure you that your story
Preas Clipping Dept., Th Daks
sine.)
Adv. Agency, Inc., 427 6. Main St., oa
will
be read and your want gratAngeles,
Calif.
Men and women who koep their
own bbdily health good by adequate
ified, for we are getting goo J reattention to the laws of modern hy
sults for scores of people daily.
60 YEARS'
giene have in themselves ample pro
ktJaitlV EXPERIENCE
tectlon against the dlsea.se spread by
r
V.
'1
rats or other germ carriers, even
when the germ i that of the plague.
Unless exposed to the infection for
too long a period or too repeatedly,
PHONE
the clean, healthy body Is fairly safe
12
against the attacks of the rat's hos
Mark
i Trade
tile parasites. Dirt and overcrowding
e ucioni Ac
In cities and dwellings where sunshine
Coptrio.ht
is not permitted to freely flood the
t anions sending aeketrh and laeiiptlon mar
qiilcKIr aaoenalil our fHtnun ire witumer ao
Infected places wit hits germicidal
inrmitlon ta probably patent Mile. C'onjuiatilnt- i
rays these are the conditions favorThe rrstsoa we do su iiiu'di KOl't.H
A Iangesou Operation,
llMiiinmcllrrmilMeiitliil. HANDBOOK oo
tftit frea. iMrifit auAiirr for H'unnf p&lenl.
able to the growth and propagation
lHV work la beoausa we Jo It right ls the removal ot the appendix by
I'atenia taken thrc.uih aluuu A, Cu. recelre
uKr, wlihoutciinriie, tutu
and at the prlue you otuuiot afford to surgeon.
of the rat and the parasites of the
No on
who take
Dr.
tiave It done at Itouie.
rat. Although the outbreak of the
King's New Life Pills as erer subjectScientific
plague In Canton In 1894 caused the
IMI'tMtlAL LAl'XIiUY.
ed to this frightful
ordeal. They
A hsnrtsKmjJf lllnatimtM wek1r. I irmt rtr
o
death of many thousands of natives
work so quietly yon dea't feel them.
dilation of nf ienillM louruttl, Taruit), f J ft
:t four luombas,
Brum uj uai nwiur.rf.
STAGE
"tr
TO
of the poorer classes, none of the
211
LEAVES
JEMF2
fi
They cure constitution, headache,
I
an
saasaaleM
VKNT GOLD EVE11Y 5IOHX1XG AT biliousness and rnmlarla.
American or English residents was
Ito at all
S
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affected. During the year that elaps- BC.WsabUjscuu.UU
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manner!" In the primary grades." Paper by Miss I.ettii' Watson, primary
tiacher, seeon
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Mr. George Billing

In the Song Hit of the Tirre

Miss
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We are just in receipt of a Carioad of Ammunition, and
are now prepared to fill your orders for
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working In the stores. 1 he m.is;
INci nilier 21. 9 n. in.
poriani advance," says
Car.iegle.
institute Workers' Sect. on, Chnir-- n is that n'.l question are submitted to
nn. J. K. ('Iiir1'., territorial fupeiin-- t l lb?r: t". n
!
only enmp flints
disputes, but wage's. scope of work an
ni'ent public Instruction.
tenure of employment.
More
than
H B h whiml. room No. ":
four
cai'es of nrbitrntl.in
be have hundred
i I'hf following subjects will
arisen, and the result Is thai
i pen for general discussion by
both managers
!m-M-
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Matinee Every Day at 2:45 p. m.
Three Performances in the Evening

7, 8 and 9

Music by the Crystal Orchestra
ALL SEATS 10 CENTS

Theatre!
COLOMBO (Elks'
One

THEATRE
W. II. Moore, Mgr.

Admission 10c
I

Dixon & Bernard

TWO SHOWS, 8 AND 9 P. M.
Matinee Saturday and Sunday
U I p. m.
AVE 11AVE

MONDAY

Owoa

British
trial.)

at Last

America's Best German Comedians

EXCLUSIVE
MOVING PICTURES

IF IT'S NEW,

JAN. 4

They're Coming Back

In their World Renowned
Cheer Up Girlie Play

IT.

i

lYInhliul,
Industry.
Indies (Indus-

YVewt

"

Tlio Angel Cliild (comedy.)

Tl'F.SI.Y

Street Waifs Clirlslmas.
Illustrated Songs

X

Mrs. Ilanlon.
Jennie Craig, Pianist.
R
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If

and employes have
been satisfied that this In the true
plan. When an employe Is discharged
he ha the right to appeal to an arbitration board compo-i- d if
Ki;id"..
A
of different
wage disput.is have been sttlsfa.'tori y
settled. There is a profit haring A
partment. having nothing to do with
wages, which has been able to distribute varying amounts e.ich y ir. '
He goes on to describe the work
ings of t.ie plan remarking lull
that tile Filene stores are n t excelled. If equalled In miking p:o:its "
He cites other examples of
and Joint ownership and then
j cornea
to his gncralizatlons In the
course of which ne sny among other
things:
"Whether the communist's Ideal is
to be finally reached upon earth, alter man Is so changed t.'iat s ti
which Is now the ma nsprlng of
human action, "will give place to
Heavenly nelghbor-Inlcr.K- t,
cannot be
known. The future hu.s not been revealed. He who says yes, and he
who ay no. are equally
tute s,
.
knows, therefore,
How to Interest the community Neither
neither
should presume to consider, much less
in the institute.
legislate
to
day,
in
Tuesday, IkxiiiIht 29. . a. in.
their
'for a fuluie
High School and College section, t:iey can know nothing of.
Chairman, J. A. Miller, principal Al"The wrter. however, believes one
buquerque high school.
point to be clear, viz: thnt the next
High School, room No. 6:
step ton aid improved labor condi1. Rhetorical work In high schools tions U3 through the sUge of share
end preparatory departments.
John holding In the Industrial world, th
J I. Crum, department
of elocution and workman bee lining Joint owner In the
cratory. University of New Mexico.
profits of h.s labor.
Payment to
2. Science In the high school
Miives aim serrs, oy providing ahelt r
Miss Una I1e,ilch ck, instruc- and food and clothing. for them, then
tor In sciences Koswell high school.
by orders upon the stores for artl 1. s
3. An
day for high school up to payment by ?ash to Independent
and college students. William E. Gar- workmen today, each a great step for
rison, president of the Agricultural ward, have all been tried, and now
college.
the coming day dawns w hen payment
4.
A reply to recent criticisms of '
to be made wholly or In part by
:he public schools. Miss Elsie McLaln,
the- workman having
instructor In English, Albuquerque the status ot the shareowning
official
high school.
'and a v ike in management as Joint
5.
The soclul side in secondary owner. He will be guaranteed a minieducation. Rufuo Mead, principal of mum wage, when finally paid by prof-- .
Ec.st Ins Vegas high school.
Its entirely, to keep his mind eay
Tuesday. December 29, 2 p. m.
and free for his work, the proper
Flrt general session, High School support of h'mself and his family be- Assembly hall:
thus Insured.
1.
President's address. The asso Ilng
may be mentioned that the, Inciatlon, and the New Mexico
in toe
fystem.rtC. O. Fisher, superintendent Lvestmenu of ivoi km.
tilted Stat s Steel corporation have
CoKnr county, Raton.
.
been veiy ,;.-- Htable- to both th npn
2. The duties of a city school
ndent. Superintendent M. H. and the coinn.inv.
"One of the greatest advantages
brasher, Roswell,
8. Tht demand for the practical in the writer tinnk-,'- , will be found in
odncation. Prof.. Hugh A. (iwen, Nor- drawing men and pianagers Into closmal nehmd, silver City. Discussion, er Intercourse, so that they become
Hiram. T
public in- friends arid learn ea.ch other's virtues,
for that both have ,virtues none knows
struction. Mesilla Park
better than the wr'jter,. whu has een
- v. Jfliemcntarv unrlcottiin. in
rural schools of New Mexico. A. B. both sides of the jshiejd as employe
I u
Stroup. (superintendent
establish.vast
Bernalillo and employer,
county schools, Albuquerque, N. M. ments it
V1.ry difficult, almost im5. Announcement of committees
possible; for workmen and emp'oyer
to know each other, but when the
Tuesday, December 29, 8 p. ni.
At Elks'
opera house. Lecture, managers ana workmen are joint
"Education and Effl .lency," Dr. Geo. owner, and both are paid wages, 'd'i
Edgar Vincent, of the Chicago Unl-- even the pres. dent of the company is,
rsity.
.
we shall see gn at, r Intercourse beAfter the above lecture a reception tween them, in the case of dlputs,
and Informal program will be ten- It I certain, that the workmen-partner- s
dered those who are in attendance
hve a status nothing e'ee an
upon the meetings of the Educational give. They can attend all shareholdassociation at the reception rcoms In ers' meetings and have a voice there
'ho Elks' opera house.
is desired.
Entrance into the partAmong this entertainer
win be nership class means Increased power
Prof. John H. Crum. reader, depart- to workmen.
On, the other
hand,
ment of oratory. University of New knowledge of the company's affairs.
Mexico; Miss Florence
Scott, super- Its troubles and
disappointments,
visor of. music and art. Enst Las which come at Intervals to the most
Vegas public schools, and Mrs. C. A. successful concerns, will
teach the
Frank, soloist, Albuquerque.
workmen much thut he did not know
before.
tvnda to bring a
INSANE PREACHER
realizing sense of the truth to both
labor and capital that their. Interests,
KILLED HIMSELF broadly considered are mutual; and
as far as the latti r U considered. It
may finally. In some cases, be all fur?
by those engaged In the works,
Fargo,.N. D., Dec. 28. Falling to nlshed
which
Is the ideal that should be held
arrive at church where his congre- In view the workman, both capitalist
gation had assembled for Sunday and
worker, employe and emp.oyer.
worship, a searching party was formhowevtr. is not for our time.
ed to hunt for iRev. IlnUo r. We"This,
Dougherty, pastor of the Congrega to ure only pioneers, whose duty is
start the movement,
to our
tional cnureh at Buchanan, N. D., uccessors Its full and leaving
free developyesterday.
Arriving at his apart ment as human
silety advances. The
meuts, the searchers found th min.
first company so owned will mark a
ister lying, In a pool of blood.
new era In the relations of labor and
He had committed suicide
the capital.
We may not have to wait
raaor with which he killed and
hlmselT long for this experiment, since it I
was still gripped In his hand. A
in line with recent developments. The
rambling note was found on the
e.
writer has no desire to em iark again
It had evidently heen written In
business. Rut nothing would ap
'
"i vi n iiilll Uttlfl LOU peal to him so strongly a his Ideal.
minister borrowed a revolver from a!
neighbor. Evidently his courage fail- He should like to address u b idy of
in numed him then. Hie uctlons had been workmen, many thousand
watch?d for some time by friends who ber, as all fellow partners.
"The writer Is convinced."
were not satisfied that he was in his
Mr.
Carnegie aays in conclusion,
tight mind.
"that
this is to be the highly satisfeetory
and final solution. The Uit step In
SMALL HOY COLLIDES
advance has already come In the natural progress of evolution no revolution necessary and It Is earnestly
WITH SIREET CAR pressed upon the attention of the Intelligent worklngiiKin and his leaders
some of whom seem to have' been m -Richurd fchocmaker. a small boy, led into devoting themselves to the
r siding with
hiji parents at 406 advocacy of a sHtcin. admitted y
South Fourth street, w as struck by a
l:v-to our day
requires a
street car while plalng with com-- 1 complete revolution in the nature ot
anions, near Third street and Coal man the task of ,i thousand y.ais.
avenue yesterday afternoon.
The The experiment of ln'oor and capital
fender of the car struck the boy on union worknien-capltall-t- a
has exthe hip, bruising him, but fortunately ceeded, so far, all expectations. Ev. n
throwing hint clear of tho rails. He the convinced Socialist might, thereIs confined to his bed today but his fore,
step In
hall It as at 1. a t
injuries are not serious. The boy was right direction, making alaborers' the
poplaying near the track and did not sitions better than before, saving to
net far enough awuy when the car himself:
the lulu c bring what t
tame along.
may, a bird In the hand in often worth
a whule flock In th- - bush. Our SoWe clean rugs and
draperies by cialistic remedy Is for the future; let
vacuum system. Duke Cit Hattera ug not forget this is our d aling with
and Cleanent. Phone 441.
the present.'
fellow-employe-

y
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One big riot of petticoats,
fun and melody.
Regular Dljion- and Bernard
.
prices. Night, 75c and $1.
Here's a regular one to start
the year right.
-

KOLLER SKATING RINK

g

p.olit-.eharin-

profit-sharin-

rUC-Th- e
kind that makes
your feet go crazy.
UN. Yes, "Barrels of it."
t57?t-e-2-4
ot the (Jingeiist in
captivity.

r
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St. LaiuIs, Dec.
$5.05.

1'1UT.
28. .Spelter

Ann,

The Metal.

New York, Dec.
2s. bead
iluir
$4.12! ii 4.15; copper firm tH.2abp
14. SO; silver 4 9 c.

Uong Pictnn Perfornaici
Iteglns ( 8 o'clock.
--

.Money.
New York. Dec. 28. Money on call

r-

JTONIGHT
PICTCHES.
Daudet's
"IAKLESIRNNE,
KKK FliOWRIlS."
IIANDKER-CHIHH"A t MAGIC

i

fli 111. 2
i !
cantlle paper

MOVING

DIOiK CITY HAND.

Mr. I J. lloaeli. Baritone.

Best Goods,
PRICES

LOWEST

4'aM

St. Louis. Dee
"

hjA'ht rated songs

Our Prjces,

U,

per cent.
I,HI4
V(M.
St.

....

Xloraa Blanket.
.$ a.00 t f 4.S
Imp Robea'
S.00 to
4. SI
Aa to Rotxk, water
t
proof.
Team Harness
It. 0 to 4t.0t
Double Buggy Har- 17.10 to 14.01
DM .
Single surrey harneM 17.00 to lt.OI
Buggy harness
S.IO to 10.00
Express wagon harness . ..!
11.10 to 11.00
Celebrated '. Aiktw
4.(0 to 11.00
Saddles ..'
Our Harries and Saddle guaranteed
to be aa geod aa 1 on the market
Parte of Harness kept In atock. Call
and ee our stock before you buy
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W.i.il ripm
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rltory and western mcdunig 17i21c;
fine medium 134 l7c; flue 1214c
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Pennsylvania
Southern Pacific
Union Puoltlc
U .S. Steel
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C'hieugo Livestock.
Chicago, f.c-- 2K. Cattle
19.000. Steady to 10c higher Reeves
$3.65 ft 7.7;
Texans
13.601 4.45;
westerns 13.60 It 5.65 ; stockers and
feeders 12. Of(i 4.80; cows and heifers
tl.SOfr 5.00; calves 14.50 'd 9.00.
Sheep. 23.000. Steady to 10c lower.
Western 12 60 4. 80; yearlings $5 00
6.20; western lambo 14.50'it 7.60.
rci-ipt-

Grain and Provisions.
Chicago, Dec. 28. Closing quotations:
Wheat Dec. $1.03; May $1.06T.
Coin Dec. 37; May 61.
Onta Dec. 49V; May 51Sf'l.
Pork Dec. $14.73. .May $16.57 '4.
Lard Dec. $9. 42V,,; May, $9.75
'..77.
Kib

Jan., $S.37'i; May, $.72U.
KllllHBH

408 West Railroad Aventu

Loaded with Black or Smokeless Powder,
Drop or Chilled Shot

te

workers, county superlntcnJ'-ntand nil others interested:)
1.
What shoul.l the Institute course
of study be for 19H9?
2.
Should all holders of third
grad.; cii tilicates hmj a!! applicants
or such certllicues be required to
n
attend u full
of four week:'
institute or summer school?
3.
Should the county make sufficient appropriation from the general
sci.iioi tund to pay oil expenses of
county Institutes in trder that teach-ir- s
would have no institute fees to
pay?
4.
Should the lecture method be
a'.ljwed in any of our institutions In
the pit sent sta,j of their development?
5. Should the department of education insist upon full attendance of
ten days on the part of every teacher?
6. Should the county superintendent withhold certificates of attend-a- c
from all teachers who have not
amended for the full time until ap-- 1
roved excuses are on rile?
7.
The advantage of Joint insti-

foo:-ha:d-

Merry
Nig it

Shot Gun Shells

1

SEE OUH ASSORTMENT

AND GET OUR PRICES
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Kunsas City. Dec. 28, Cattle receipt 8.0U0. Strong. Southern steers
$3.75 if 5.50: southern
ct ws $2.25ftr
THIRD
4 Oil;
st ickers and
feeders $3.00 (H
S.f.; bulls $2 Sni 4.25; calve $3.60Gd
7.25;
western steer
$3.73 Hi 5.60 ;
western cows $2 .50 ' 4.23.
Hons, x.ooo. 5 to 10c higher. Hulk
sOJ Kaads of JTreab and 8ait Meat
of sales $3.5011 5.95.
Kceaua Wan go Factory.
havy $3.90W
6.05; pucker
and butchers S 5.70
CMlIi KXJUNWOKT
Casoulo Buttling, North Thira Street 6.00; liKht $5.40(i 5.73; plg.4 I4.25W

STitEET

Meat Market

5.00.

Sheep, 5.000. steady. Muttons $4.25
TO CCIU3 A GOLD IN ONE DAY
1i5.1f);
lumlis $6 uO 'i 7.30;
ranKe
Take 1AXATIVB BROMO Quinine w.thei
$4.00 l 6.25; f. d cu.s $3 00
tablet. Druggist refund money II H 4.50.
It fall to cure. E. W. GROVE'S
signature 1 on each bos. I5c
WINDOW GLASS C. A. HUDSON.
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"Such seems to the writer the part
of wisdom."
I

t ill lit ISM DOI SVT WORRY.
;oikr Teller K'lyx He Hasn't llnr-l- i

I'ecllng Against u Single Soui
nil Everyone Is Wclitmio
to IPs Own Opinion.
New York, Dec. 2S. "If n combination to do business is effective In
saving waste and In getting bett. r r' suits, why
not combination
far
more
Important
In
philanthropic
woik? In this question ie set forth
the text of an article by John D.
Rockefeller, head of tne Standard Oil
Interests, published In tho current issue of the World's Work. The gen
eral suoject of Mr. Rockefeller's article is "The value of the
principle in giving."
Mr. Rockefeller expresses the belief
that the general idea of
in giving for education scored a "real
step In advance" when Mr. Andrew
Carnegie consented to become a member of the General Education board.
"for In accepting a position In this
directory he has. It seems to me
stamped with his approval this viia!
principle of
In aiding the
educational Institutions of our coun
try."
He goes on to describe In some detail the work of the General Education board which he said has made
or is making a careful study of the
location, aims, work, resources, administration and educational
value
present and prospeet've, of the Instihigher
tutions of
learning in the United States. The board, he says, nukes
Its contribution averaging something
like $2,000,000 a year, or the most
careful comparative study of needs
and opportunities
throughout
the
country.
"Its records are open to
all. Many benefactors of education
are availing themselves of these disinterested Inquiries), and It Is hoped
that more will do so."
Some Interesting general remarks
on the subject of benevolence Illuminate Mr. Rockefeller's point of view.
For Instance he says:
"To help an Inefficient,
unnecessary school is a waste. I am
told by those who have given most
careful study to thi problem that It
Is highly probable that enough tnomy
has been squandered on unwise educational projects to have built up a
national system of higher education
adequate to our need if the money
had been properly directed to that
end."
Of Roman Catholic methods
Mr.
Rockefeller said that he has "seen
the organization of the Roman church
secure better results with a given
sum of money than other church or
ganizations are accustomed to secure
frqm the same expenditure.
It Is
unnecessary to dwell upon the centuries of experience which the Church
of Rome has gone through to perfect
a great power of organization."
Commenting upon the great mass of
appealing letters received Mr. Rockefeller say that four-fiftof theio
are requests for money for per
sonal use, '"with no other title to
than that the writer would
he gratified to have it."
Mr. Rockefeller pays a warm tribute to t ie me'mory of the late Dr.
William R. Harper, president of the
University of Chicago, and makes
without qualification the statement
which will be surprising to many per
sons, "that during the entire period
of his presidency of the University
of Chicago he never once either wrote
me a letter or akej me personally
for a dollar of money for the univer
sity." He goes on to explain that In
this aa In all other cases the gifts to
the university were the result of tne
presentation of Its needs "made in
writing by tho officers of the univer
sity, whose special duty It Is to pre
pare its budgets and superintend Us
finances. It is not personal interviews
and impassioned appeals, but sound
and Justifying worth that should at
tract and secure the funds of philanthropy. The people In great number
who are constantly Importuning me
for personal Interviews In behalf of
favorite causes err in suppewing that
the Interview, were it possible, Is tue
best way, or even a good way, of se
curing what they want."
In the course of ois article Mr.
Rockefeller says of himself: "Criti
cism that is deliberate, sober and fair
Is always valuable and It jhould be
welcomed by all who desire piogre-s- .
I have had at least my full share of
adverse criticism, but 1 can truly
that It has not embittered me nor
left me with any harsh feeling aga'n.st
a living soul. Nor do 1 wish to be
critical of those w hose conscl. nt.oas
dilT. is
Judgment, frankly expressed
fiom my own. No matter how n sv
thtj pessimists may be, we know- - that
the world Is gett'ng better steadily
and rapidly, and that it Is a good
thins? to remember In our moments
of depression or humiliations.''

RIDING SADDLES
You Ought to
See What a

Fine

Saddle
we have

for HOB
Special Sale on Carriages,
Saddles, Lap Robes ini
Horse Blankets 10111

Christmas.
l

J.

GROSS

KELLY

KORBER & CO.
214 N. Second St.

& COMPANY I

incooha rmo

WHOLESALE.

GROCERS

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
Albuquerque and Las Vegas

SYSTEM AND ECONOMY
EVERY WOMAN

Know, that where there is system, everything-- runs smoothly. In order for a woman to manage her household affairs
with system and economy, she must have control of receipts
'
and expenditures.
A checking account will give an accurate record of how
.
much is spent each week or month. It enables you to see
just where the leaks are.
Pay by check; it helps you
to keep within your income,

THE BANK OF COMMERCE

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
CAPITAL AND SURPLUS
9200,000

1

M

Builders'

and

Finishers'

Supplies

XatiTe and Chicago Lumber, Sberwta-WOlfcuPaint-- Koas
Buildlnc Paper, Plaster, Dime, Oemeat, Giaaa, Hash, DootVL
EXa, lota.
ns

tor.

J. C BALD RIDGE

423 SOUTH FIRST

MONTEZUMA
i

TRUST

ALBUQUERQUE

CO.

j

NEW MEXICO

--

Capital and Surplus, $100,000
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COLUMBUS

ORGANIZE

WILL INSTALL OFFICERS

A SOCIETY

Banquet at. tho Alvarailo Sat unlay Ceremonies Tonight Will be Followed
by Rendition of Excellent lro-gratYmp1etel Work of organization of Nov Mexico Brunch.

HOTEL
Corner B.cond mud Gold

With stirring tales of the parts
and birth states took In tha
sons
American revolution, twenty-fiv- e
of veterans and "grandsons of American patriots banquetted at the Alvar-ad- o
excellent Service
Saturday evening In honor of the
organization here of a branch of the
Particular peop.e have been
Sons of the American Revolution.
pleased with Columbus Meal for
was completed
The organization
many years. Ilave you tried tbemT
officers
Saturday afternoon
when
were elected and Installation was con-du'.1 by Dr. Clarkson X. Ouyer of
Vnv r, assisted by Joseph F. Tuttle.
The former le vice president of tho
national organization and the latter Is
secretary.
The work of organization km done
quietly but tho celebration was
us hilarious as a school picnic.
The banquet table ran more than
half the length of the large dining
room of the hotel. The decoration
were truly American, the national
colors predominating, with a touch of
PHONE 61
Christmas cheer here and there.
There were stacks of guns and miniature cannons and stacks of cannon
balls. A small dog tent, like the kind
LIQUOR COMPANY used in the army, was a conspicuous
CONSOLIDATED
feature.
Successors 16 Mellnl & Eakln
Attorney Oeorge S. Klock sat at
Qloml
and Bachechl 4
the head of the table and ticted as
toa.tmaster. The speakers and the
WHOLESALE DEALERS IN
toasts they responded to were: Dr.
tJuyer, .the organizer, who epoke of
WINES, LIQUORS and CIGARS
the "Sons of th American RevoluWe handle everything la oar lioe. tion;"' Mr. Tuttle "Paul Jones, DeWrite for Illustrated Catalogue and cember 26. 1775;" Judge Ira A. Abbott. "Massachusetts In the RevoluPrice List, Issued to dealer only.
Telephone 188.
tion;" Frank AV. Clancy. "New
Hampshire;" Dr. De La Verne" New
CORNER FIRST AND COPPER.
York State;" Prof. W. D. Sterling
"Patrism f Public Schools;" Frank
H. Moore, "The American Flag;" Attorney H. P. Forgusson, "The South
Montezuma Grocery and
In the Revolution."
The officers of the New Mexico society are: Dr. John W. Elder, presi
Liquor Company
dent; Harold Hurd, of Roswell, A. M.
Edwards, of iFarmington; Pitt Ross,
Copper and Third
of Albuquerque, vice presidents; Geo
A. Campfleld, of Albuquerque, secretary; Frank W. Clancy, of Al'ouquer-Groceries and Liquors
All Kiids
que,
registrar; Oeorge S. Klock, his
Imported and Domestic
torian; O. A. Matson, of Albuquerque
treasurer; C. C. Bateman, of Fort
Specialty of Lucca Pure Olive Oil.
Bayard, chaplain.
Liquor by the Gallon or Bottle.
The charter members of the society
Family Trade Solicited.
are:
Cony T. Brown, of Socorro; C A.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Eller. of Albuquerque; R. W. D,. BryCall Phone or send for Solicitor.
an, of Albuquerque; C C. Bateman,
L'nited States army, of Fort Bayard;
PHONE 1029
George A. Campfleld; Frank W. Clan
cy; O. JM. Congdon, J. E. Elder, of
Albuquerque; A. M. Edwards, of
Dr. J. W. Elder, Frank A.
Hubbell, of Albuquerque; Harold H.
Hurd. of Roswell; A. A. Keen. Geo.
WHITE HOUSE
S. Klock, W. R. Lyon, O. A. Matson,
Edmund Row, Pitt
A. B. McGaffey,
RoeC G. H. Thomas, A. M. Whitoomb,
of Albuquerque.

HOME COOKING

et.

Standard

Plumbing and
Heating Co.

'

t

n;

I RESTAURANT f
ioo s. rmt mt.
AND

..Our work Is RIGHT tn awry
partment. Hubbs Laundry Co.
--

de-

LUNCHES

No Fancy Price

The newly elected officers of Tem
A. F. and A. M.,. will be
Installed at Masonic temple tonight.
Past master's Jewel will be conferred
by A. B. McMlllen upon E. 8. Stover,
A. J. Maloy, Edward Medler, Sr., and
C. O. Cushman.
Masons and their
families and friends are invited. Fol
lowing the Installation the following
program will be given:
Selected
March
The Llthgiw Orchestra.
.
..Whiting
In
D.
Quartet Barcarolle.
The Temple Quartet.
Reading "The Dutchman and the
Noe
Raven"
Elsie F. MacDonald.
Tenor Solo "Christmas Memorle.
Chamlnade
D. D. McDonald.
Piano Duet, "II Balen" (from "II
Verdi
Trovatore)
Martha Bullard and Elsie MacDonald
Selected
Basa Solo
T. Y. Maynard.
Violin Solo "Coeurs
Et Fleurs
Tobanl
(Opus 248)
Miss Cora Odjard.
Baritone Solo "The 5ong of Hy- Elliot
brlas, the Cretan"
H. G. Bullard.
Quartet "Doan' Yo' Cry, Ma HonSmith-Noey"
The Temple Quartet.
Address and presentation of Past
Master's Jewels.
A. B. McMlllen.
Selected
Waltz
The Llthgw Orchestra.
The Temple quartet consists of D.
D. McDonald. H. G. Bullard, P. Mc- Callum and T. Y. Maynard, accompa
nled by Mrs. D. D. McDonald.
ll

Chronic Diseases Cured

VELVET SKIN LOTION
, C'ears the Skin Quickly
$1.00 a Bottle

105 South Second Street.

CHINA CLOSETS

Barnett Bldg.

In Mahogany, Golden Oak, Weath-

THAT GREAT

REMOVAL SALE

ered and Fumed

Oak

NOW IN FULL SWING
We arc determined to open our new store 3 1 6
W. Central Ave. with a strictly
line of Men's and Boys' Wearing Apparel.
We have but a few days in which to dispose
of our present stock, and we will do it if prices
can accomplish this.
ute

at
Men's $20.00 Suits at

- -

Cravenette Coats, worth $20
Wilson Bros. Shirts - -

Sli

Tries to Help Her Widowed
Motlier Marry Again, But It
Doesn't toil as Planned.

There Will be entertainment at the
Colombo theater tonight to suit every
cla.s of quality. "The Angel Child"
a new film released here yesterday
and shown In this city for tht first
time, Is comic enough to make a mar
A buxom widow
ble statue laugh.
with an "Angel Child" determines she
will enter matrimony for a second
time. The child Is In the way to some
extent and to lessen the handicap,
the mother dresses her In very youth
ful attire. The film ends after a
number of very ludlclous scenes, the
child finally marrying a man sought
by the mother.
An industrial picture 850 feet In
length, considered one of the finest
picture films ever produced by the
Kdlrfon Jieoplo. will be a big feature
of the performance. This film showe
from actual photographs the cocoa Industry.

IN

A

ROW

Two Factions Fought Bitterly for Justice of tlie IVaoe in Precinct 8
Saturday Night.

Ca-tar- rn

JOS. L. DURAN,

Plumber

I

hJk

?

,

TRUNKS, BAGS AND SUIT OASES
1- -3

OFF

1- -3

OFF

and

One-fourt- h

one-thir-

off regular prices

d

Complete Line
at Right Prices
A

THE ARM

AND BOY

HARUGARI

WERE BOTH BROKE

OBSERVES CHRISTMAS

Cliliujro Chauffeur Asks Help, Says
He Wan Turned Away by City
i
IMi)Kl-iai4jivcn
by
Chief of Potior-- .
A boy, who gave the name of Elmer Williamson, and who said he was
a chauffeur recently employed in Chicago, applied to a local physician to
day to care for his arm. which Vie
said he broke while repairing an uuto
In Chicago recently.
The b.'fald he
at first applied to the city physician
for assistance but that the city
declined to dress his arm.
Being penniless, he said that he
could not secure the services of a physician until he was directed to a local
doctor who cared for the 'arm and
charged It up to charity. It is brok
en, at. thq wrist and the bdjr said it
was very painful and badly 'swollen.
"I started for Los Angelee where
I have a sister," wild the boy, "but
my money ran out when 1 reached Al- buquerque.
I wrota my Bister for
more money and spent what I had
for food, waiting to hear from her.
Several days ago I spent my last cent.
A local auto man gave me fifty cents
and I bought material to bandage
my arm with that and fixed it up as
best I could. I then applied to the
mayor who sent me to Chief McMU-llThe chief treated me with kindness and consideration and gave me
plenty to eat and a place to eleep.
I am not begging through choice and
am willing to work with my one
hand If I can get anything to do. I
believe my sister will send me some
money but If she does not. I do not
know how I am going to finish the
trip to Los Angeles unlesa some one
asuists me."
phy-tiici-

SOCIETY

an

Itcdmcn Hull the Scene of Festivities
1mm. Night at Which a General
Good TI1110 Was Feature.
The Harugarl society celebrated
Christmas at Redmen's hall last night
In a most delightful manner.
The
place was filled so full of people that
there wasn t room for all to sit down,
An Immense and beautiful Christmas
tree 'occupied a conspicuous place In
one corner of the hall. Its branches
were bending under loads of presents
and many little boxen and packages
covered the floor.
A Santa Claus In clever make-u- p
was custodian of the tree and presents. The entertainment began with
a program of singing and speaking by
children.' After that
everybody
(lanced, then lunch was served, then
more dancing. A delightful feature
of the affair was the raffling of a
large number of presents. Each person got a chance for fifty cents, but
' the presents were given out by lotThe mopey raised by the so' tery.
ciety will be used for charity.

Satisfaction Guaranteed
or Money Cheerfully

,

115-11- 7

N. First Street.

'

every day.

.

--

.

W. H.

HAHNCO.

Phone 01

ALL THE WAY UP
From the foundation to the sMnglf on the root, ne are selling Building Material Cheaper than you have boagbt far
DU7 years. Save at least U per cent and

BUILD NOW

Rio Grande Material

Lumber Co.

CORNER THIRD AND MARQTJETTK.

PHONE S.

THE

Albxxqxset que

Lumber Co.

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lurnbsr, Glass, Cement and Rex Filntkot

First and Marqoettc

Roofing

Alfctfqtserqtfc, New Mexico

Or

ESTABLISHED

,'OLD RELIABLE,"

1873

L. B. PUTNEY

THE

WHOLESALE

GROCER

FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS

5

four-minu-

te

I

it

I

I

8

f

edii-cailo- n.

-

il

KINDLING

MILL WOOD

Central

THE FIRST NTIONAJL BA.NK

':

CERRILLOS LUMP
AMERICAN BLOCK
GALLUP EGG

Kttt-cknoy- ,"

UNITED STATES DEPOSITORY

1I

1

v

Our Coal Is received fresh from the mine

iin-technic-

ALBUQUERQUE. NEW MEXICO

.

,

I'nl-vprwl- ty

?06

'r-

Ulna!

i

ALBERT FABER

$15.00
$12.50
$14.00
.90

n.

Phone 1020

aLi.

Jyf aJ WiJiL

See window

-- The
Republicans of precinct No. 8
iare In a factional fight over the
'
nomination of a candidate for Justice
peace.
We positively cure all diseases of
A meeting held Saturthe
of
HE OUTRAN BULLETS
SucWrite for FREE Booklet on
a chronio nature. Asthma, Con
day night at the school house at Las
skin
of
Home
the
Treatment
cessful
stage.
second
in
the
sumption
Grlegos broke up In a row andr the
of the Bowels a specialty,
bell ge rants appeared In a body this
AND SAVED HIS LIFE
some cases in any stage. If we do
morning at the office of County Com
AILEEN BERG
not cure you are not asked to pay.
missioner Grunsfeld to tell their
Write for particulars or come to
troubles.
EL PASO, TEX.
Negro Hoy Says If He Hadn't IUvu
the Sulphur Hot Springs, New MexThe factions were so evenly divided
,
Hitting tltei High Place He
ico.
at the meeting that it was difficult to
Would Have ltoen Killed.
This Preparatiod is sold in Albutell which had the majority vote. Jn
querque at the Parisian.
the way of a compromise, both fac
Arthur Durham, a colored boy arNew Mexico
tions agreed on Lenordo Hunlck, a
Sulphur Hot Springs
rested by the police this morning
Democrat, as a Judge of the election.
with Ernest Hutchinson, also colHunlck counted the vote and found
ored, believes that the reason he was
fifty-tw- o
votes cast for Pedro Grlego
t.ot hit by bullets fired by Henry
Apodaoa and Juan Grlego Lucero had
Schultx was because he ran bo faBt.
49. When Hunlck announced the reKIH'OATIO.V AND KFFIC1ENCY.
arrested,
When
Durham
said:
sult of the count, the Lucero faction
"When I saw dat gun I Jes run, and
bolted. Then began a race between
Vlni-ent- ,
K.
of
the
Gj,
Jr.
hadnM,
if I
I knows I would have
the representatives of the two men
PLUMBING, HEATING, GAS AND STEAMFITTING
of Clilwgt, will JH'ture at been hit."
to ruach the chairman of the board FJlkH
Tuewlay
Jfoune
rvenlnx,
According
. to
the police, Schultz
of county commissioners. The com IMxv i'ra
on "iMlui'ation and
was cleaning his yard on East Lead
2, being
Latest things in Enamel Bathroom Fixtures.
missioners decided that another meet- dLsciis-sio- n
a
avenue at 11 o'clock this morning,
In gshall be held and that the vote
of wHiie jhaMM of tlte new
and throwing the trash over the
shall be counted by three Judges, one
Iiako Tribune say fence. Two colored boys came along
West
Ave.
selected by each faction and one se of the .Tho Salt
and the lecturer:
and told him not to do It. Schults
lected by the two appointed Judges.
"Dr. Vincent's evening lecture on went Into the house and getting his
"Education and Efficiency" was so gun took a couple of shots at the
full of genuine wit, inspiring stories boys who' ran when they saw him
and delightful Illustrations that it Is appear with his gun. The police were
doubtful, all things considered, whethnotified and when they went after
er a better platform effort has ever Schultz he was auletly cleaning his
been heard in this city."
yard. Schultz and the two boyg were
arrested.
TIIEKK MUST 1113
OP- SOMETHING IN IT.
DRANK HIS DRINK;
For the past six months I have
I
given my Royal 165.00 Typewriter
ever and constant use, and It de- MISSED HIS TRAIN
Uver the goods every time. I have
used nearly all the 'standard" 1100.00
Typewriters, including the Reming He Will Never Again Hide on the
ton, Underwood, Smith Premier, Fox,
Sunlu Fe and Never Again
and other and In my opinion the
Drill k Tom and Jerry.
Royal $(5.00 machine haa more real
DEPOSITORY A. T. As. S. F. RAILROAD CO.
merit than any one of the whole
One Tom and Jerry, valued at fifThe Royal for me every teen cents,
bunch.
served by a dilatory bartime.
tender, and a anta Fe train run8.
F.
BROCK.
ning on time are responsible for Al'
) REPORT
Stenographer
CONDITION NOVEMBER 27TH,t90a
Santa
Fe Freight buquerque having one more citizen
Office.
today than it would have hud had
the unta Fe train not been on time
or had the bartender been a little
EASY MONEY
LIABILITIC
mmmouRGtm
faster. What's more, the citizens who
s unhappily becomes a citizen of the
Capital
$ 200,000.00
$1,57 1. 39-4Loans and Discounts
If you have any furniture, horses, city, says that he will j'ever drink
Surplus and Profit
49,086 33
..
buggiea or anything else to sell, list an liter Tom and Jerry ar.d he will
56,088.33
Bonds, securities, etc. .
nevtr ride on another ama Fe train.
them with J. F. J.'almer, the auction8
3Q,97Circulating notes
Banking House and fixtures . .
less
200,000.00
eer. Office ani sales rooms. 315 11..' says that he will 'ake drinks
to mix and that he will stay In
South Second street
Deposits
Gor'nt Bonds.. $ 333.937-2, 669, 64 5 7 3
(
Kast-i-rn
ity until the Albuquerque
l
u built and ride, out over that
Have you se n the new
Cash and Kx. . .;. 1, 131,600.00
Kdisnn r'fnrria at the Whltson
1.465, 537. so
Cath Resources
It happened this way. The man
music store? Fit any Kdisnn machine
t '.fi train No. 10 and ran across
and p'ay twlcr n inn? as the regular
t!ie street to get a drink. When he
records.
i tinned
to the depot his train was
Total
. .$3.I2S.724 - C)6
$3,125,734 06
Total
The rapid increase la our business just pulling out of the nurth yards,
la due to good work and fatr treat- l i the heat of his anger the man
ment of our patro, Hubbg Leundr,'. made the above resolutions.

. H. COX. The

t"th

$17.50
to $75

THE ENTIRE STOCK MUST BE SOLD.

Men's $25.00 Suits

i

ALL WINTER GOODS

I

AT COLOMBO

ENDED

V.

FRIEDBERG BROS

"THE ANGEL CHILD"

Norm

?

Justin, a Large Shipment of

ple Lodgo

Look Better

Oome in the eating's fine

T

'

'

TEMPLE LODGE

SONS OF REVOLUTION

MEALS

paob nm.-- v

ALBUQUERQUE CITIZEN.

Carries the Largest ud Most Exclusive Stock of Staple
the Southwest

Groceries

in

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

RAILROAD AVENUE

i

--

AGE SIX.

ALBUQUERQUE CmZKJf.

for the liner grades of carpet wool for
clothing purposes. Formerly, under
the tariff law of 1887, the Rocky
mountain regions produced wools like
those of the third class now Import
ed costing foreign markets over 12
cents, but the Inadequate protection
of 4 cents per pound on the coarse
IL
wools produced by our mutton sheep
IS
has been Insufficient to .preserve that
branch of the wool growing Industry,
Industry of the
and the mutton-shee- p
United States is diminishing, while
the Merino sheep and the combing
wool sheep of the firs
and socond
classes are Interesting with the ad
equate protection of 11 and 12 cents
per pound en those classes. The mut
New Mexico Alen File Brief ton
sheep Is the sheep of the small
farmer. These sheep had their habWith Ways and Means Com
itat in the states east of the Mississippi In 1870, w hen 74 per cent of the
mlttee at Washington.
entire number In the I'nlted States
were east of that river, butowlng to
Among the most Important things the experiment of free wool under the
Wilson act by 1896 there were only
2fiii. Solomon Lir-a- . of tbis tty. and
,
per cent of the total number of
1 "
H.iiry W. Kelly
Lai Vtgas. ;VI re sheei east of the Mississippi.
tently while In Washington, pri
V r-- "" , OK-V
The free wool experiment assassinmarily in the Interest of the state- ated the mutton-shee- p
Industry on
hood cause, was to appear before the the small furms. The 4 cents per
nays and means committee of the pound duty on wool of the thin:
House on behalf of the National Wool class of the Dingley act whs lnsuffb
to check the destruction of the
il rowers' association and present a dent
mutton sheep that received its In
I lea In the Interest of American wool
growers with reference to the tariff centlve during the free wool period,
on wool. With the New Mexico men and at this time, 1908, only 23 per
cent of the sheep of the United States
were J. A. Delfelder of Wyoming and are
on the farms east of the Mississip. Johnson of Idaho, making two
r.
be apparent to you,
-- i presontatlves
from the New Mexico pi river. It must
if you are revising the tarWool (Jrowers' association and one therefore,
iff on the lines of the Chicago plat
each from the other two states men form, that
higher rather than lower
tioned.
duties should be applied to wool of
The purpose of their appearance tho
Seattle, Wash., Dec. 28. Improv- third class. We therefore, pray,
beTore the committee was to show
ng? on Dame Nature's job; whipping
reducing
that
Instead
of
duty
as
the
the reason why the present duty of urged by Mr. Schmidt,
city Into shape for future growth.
that If any
foreign wool
11 cents a pound on
change is to
made the dividing n the face of mammoth obstacles
should not be reduced. After lengthy line of 12 centsbe per
pound on wool this is the task to which Seattle Is
hearings, the wool growers filed the of the
third . class be eliminated,
and
following brief arguing their cause:
. . .
A,
mat mere snail De a single duty
on devoting Its energies on a scale un- Washington, D. C, Dec. 11, 1908.
wool of the third class with no divid equaled In the history of
modern
Committee on Ways and Means:
ing line,
that that single duty municipalities.
The undersigned wool growers from shall not and
be less than 7 cents per
The young metropolis, which has
repthe central part of the continentneigh-botpound. Nothing less than this duty quadrupled Its population ln a des,
resenting ourselves and our
will restore
mutton-shee- p
cade, has found Its growth badly ham-f.re- d
who have hundreds of thou- try in whichtheevery consumer indus
by the successions of hills risis Insands of sheep, protest against the terested
it affects his food ing from the water level of Puget
request of Hans Schmidt for the re- supply. because
We have come here from Sound, over which the city has been
duction of the duty on wool pulled our ranches
to ask that Schedule K forced to expand. At an expenditure
from the skin by Increasing the pres- remain unchanged
the way Mr. of millions of dollars, the hills are
ent inferential of 1 cent per pound Dingley framed it, from
but when we find being washed into the hollows, tide
on all classes of pulled wool to 6
that demands are made for lower flats are being filled in for business
cents differential on wool of classes duties
on wool, we protest
purposes and
against and manufacturing
1 and ' and a reduction of BO per
lowering
duties ln any particular, steep grades are being reduced
to
cent in the duty on wool of the third nd ask the you
if
make any change. smooth the way for commerce and
class. We also protest against the raise the duty
on wool of the third encourage the growth of manufacreduction asked by him of all the
not only ln our interest as turing and other lines of business.
duty on wool not exceeding 1 Inch in class,
wool growers, but in the Interest of
To do this work it has been found
length.
the people of the United States, who necessary to practically make over a
This would be equivalent to plac- are
interested ln expand- large section of aclty already built.
ing wool on the free list, for 60 per ing particularly
mutton-shee- p
flocks and their Hundreds of houses have had to be
cent of the world's production of meatthesupply.
moved out of the regrade section In
Merino wool is not more than 1 Inch
Mr. Soils (p. 3498. first print No. addition to schools,
churches
and
In length. The Merino wool from Auin substance, says: "I want to business houses which have been restralia Buenos Ayres and the Cape 25,)
or
import
modeled
torn
down;
paved
streets,
free
of
American duty lamb's
of Good Hope on Imported skins
and water mains have been
exceeds 1 inch In length. Wools wool. It does not interfere with the sewers
growers
sheep
any particular." We torn up to be replaced with better
In
of less than 1 inch, in length are now
combed, and the granting of such a wish to assure you that the Hulitest when the work of regrading has been
request would destroy the wool grow- and cleanest and most valuable wool accomplished. The work accomplishlamb's ed and in progress covers 239 city
ing industry of the United States: in the world ia Australian
If Australian lamb's wool was blocks ln the heart of Seattle and
It would practically be free wooL The wool.
nation recorded its verdict on the sub- put on the free list It would be prac- the total amount of work accomplishject of free wool when it elected tically removal of the wool duty of ed a.nd projected covers 374 city
iv cents per pound of wool of the blocks.
President McKlnley ln 1896.
Through this Immense territory the
The present duty on fleece wool of first class. We produce no wool ln
face of the earth as well as tho prethe first and second classes now is, the United States superior to Aus- vious
work of man Is being made over
respectively, 11 and 12 cents per tralian Merino lambs. We produce its
pound, and a differential of 1 cent equal In Nevada, and in a few other again. In one place the level of
per pound is allowed ln favor of wool sections, but nothing Is produced su- Third avenue, one of Seattle's prinImported on the akin because It costs perior to it in any part of the world. cipal streets, Is being lowered 10"
Mr. Soils asks for a change In the feet, where It runs Into Denny hill.
of a cent to remove that
and a number of blocks in the Jackwool from the skin.
It costs the tariff that will permit the Import of son
street regrade district, which
puller today to pull it, only
oroKen top as waste. There was nothf a cent per pound, and he thus has ing that did so much to elect Presi- extends from the highest hill to the
tide flats, have been filled to
t profit of four-tentof a cent per dent Harrison as the fraud upon the Seattle
depth of about 46 feet.
round ln the present differential of 1 treasury of the United States ln the a The
work already completed and
cent. If the differential is increased importation of tops during Cleveland's In grogress
Involves the moving of
from 1 tent to 5 cents, he will make first term. They were broken up Into
a profit of 4.4 cents per pound at the small pieces and christened with the 10.050,977 cubic yards of earth and
expense of the wool growers of the commercial name of "waste," in or- the work proposed Involves the movder that the valuable article of tops, ing of 3,536.000 yards more, making
United States.
Wool of the third class imported on dutiable at 60 cents per pound, might a total of 13,586,977 yards of earth
the skin Is now dutiable at 3 cents come ln at a waste duty of 10 cents to be moved. The expense of the
per pound, as against 4 cents per per pound. This fraud is elaborately work accomplished and In progress is
pound if Imported in the fleece. If described on page 3242, first print, approximately $3,683,250 and the cost
Mr. Schmidt ia granted a reduction of No. 24, Tariff Hearings, Sixtieth Con- of the proposed work is approximateto per cent in the duty on wool Im- gress. We ask you to familiarize ly II. 385. 000.
This great work, which
started
ported on the skin of the third yourseir with this fraud upon the
class, you will present him with an government and upon the wool grow- on a small scale ln 1904. Is being acadditional profit of 1.6 cents per ers of the United States. The gov- complished with Incredible rapidity.
pound, which, in addition to his pres- ernment lost CO cents a pound In The slow steam shovel method of exent profit of four-tentof 1 cent per duties, and each pound of waste was cavation has been largely superceded
pound, will Increase his profit to 1.9 the equivalent to 4 pounds of Amer- by a method originated ln Seattle, excents per pound. You will thus pre- ican fine wool, the latter quantity of cavation by hydraulic streams which
sent him with a profit of nearly 2 American wool being displaced by tear down the hills and carry the
nrth through
and pipe to the
cents per pound at the expense of every pound of
waste Imand the tide flats blocks away
the American wool grower. When ported, and there were millions of Mis
the Dingley act was passed. Judge pounds of it. (See Exhibit J. first ttom the scene of excavation.
The method Is simply the applicaLawrence protested thut when there print. No. 4, Tariff Hearings,
sixtion of hydraulic mining methods to
were two duties nearly the whole of tieth Congress.)
The Dingley tariff duties on wool excavation work on a large scale.
the Imports would come In at the
forced through
are barely high enough to sustain the Streams of water
lower duty.
great mains from a central pumping
Twelve years' experience with the Industry.
plant are directed against the hills
Dingley act on wool of the third class,
order that you may comprehend through giant nozzles and the clay of
where there are two duties, shows theIn difficulty
growing wool In a the hills which crumbles before these
that Judge Lawrence's prediction was rigorous northof temperate
sone cli- streams like snow under a warm
correct, for during this period 82 per mate we
to
refer
Oermany,
which rain.
tent of the imports of wool of the has free wool,
To.' William H. Lewis and Charles
third class came Into the United States manufacturers ofbutwool.protection for
Under free S. Wiley, the contractors who are at
and paid a duty of only 4 cents per wool in
Oermany
the sheep have de- 1 resent engaged In the Jackson street
round, and only 18 per cent of wool creased 63
per cent from 1873 legrade. belongs tho credit of apthe third class paid the higher to 1900,
and
the
coarse wool, sheep plying this method to regrade exca-va- tl
outy of 7 cents per pound. During wool,
from mutton, are disapFour years ago they tried
ins.
the first six years of the Dingley act pearinggrown
from
Oermany
under free the experiment In washing down a
there never was more than 4 percent wool more rapidly
than they are dis- knoll which they owned themselves,
of the imports of wool of the third
from the United States un- with signal success. Reginald H.
class that paid over 4 cents per pound appearing
der
the
inadequate
protection of only Thomson, then and now city engineer
luty. and during two of those years 4
cents per pound upon wool of the of Seattle, Immediately recognized the
lily 1 per cent paid more than 4
cents per pound duty. Thus you will third class, namely, the finer grade Importance to Seattle of the new process of excavating, which made rapid
see that with the reduction from 3 of the wool of the third class.
We have come to Washington un- and cheap excavation work possible,
to 1 Vi tents per pound On wool Imported on the skin you will aggravate der great alarm for our industry, and Thomson devoted himself to
tk difficult? that la rapidly eliminat- which Is being assailed by parties drawing plans for the comprehensive
who claim to be protectionists, but regrade which would change Seattle
ing the coarse wool or mutton-shee- p
industry in the United States. (See who do not believe ln enough
to protest.
We ask you to
Inhibit E, p. S152, first print, No. 24,
read the lines in the Republican mlnished protection while the protecTariff Hearings, Sixtieth Congress.)
platfirm
that are ln Italics on page tion of 11 cents per pound duty reYou will notice from Exhibit E that
during the last five years the imports 3160, first print. No. 24. Tariff Hear- mains fixed. You will thus see the
ings,
Sixtieth Congress. The news-pape- r Impossibility of reducing the present
of wool of, the third class that paid
press created the Impression duly of 11 cents per pound. Our
more than 4 cents per pound duty
tapidly increased, and during the that citizens are invited to Washing- plea Is for only enough protection to
fifccal year 1908, when there was a ton to present arguments In favor of sustain our Industry, and by our deThe tariff platform mands for no change you will see
wool panic all over the world and tariff reduction.
when wool of the third class in the f Chicago, if carried out w ith regard that we are making as moderate
to
Schedule
K,
will revise the duties claim as we can.
markets of the world were almost
as cheap as they had ever been be- upward rather than downward.
We therefore ask you not to defore, marly one-haAll other nations of the world are
of the imports
the flocks of the United States
of wool of the third class paid the increasing their duties upon com- stroy
they were destroyed by the tariff
higher duty of 7 s
per pound be- petitive Imports. Germany has ln-- i as
cause the foreign cost was above 12 reused her maximum tariff f25 per revision in 1894, when, after the
supply had diminished, forttrits per pound. This occurred when cent upon bicycles and parts thereof. American
advanced, so that the
tfc panic had closed carpet mills of Her minimum tariff on these articles eign prices
wool growing Industry was
the United States, and a large propor- is 3rt0 per cent. The flerman tariff American
being rapidly annihilated and then
tion of the Imports of the wool of makes the Dingley tariff moderate by the
cost of clothing to t:.e consumer
the third clas were on wools of the comparison.
increased, because
finer quality of the third class, and
Our testimony before your commit- kupply was diminishedthe world's
and the.
were used for clothing purposes. The tee of December 11, 1908, has shown
prices advanced after thai
automobile fashion has made a" de- that the cost of producing wool now world's
grower had been eliminated and
mand for rough, heavy coats, which lias Increased since the Dingley tar-l- ft wool
was unable to share ln that world
are made of carpet wool, and the
act was passed ln 1897. We have wide price advance
caused bv th re- -;
fashion for coarae cheviots Is
demonstrated by the foregoing
duction in the American supply. (See
thus Increasing the demand the wool grower today receives that
dl- Exhibits C and H, p. 3147, first print,
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MAKING OVER A BIG CITY
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IMPROVING ON NATURE'S JOB IN SEATTLE
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Your printed matter it
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usually your first representative to a prospective customer. You should not send
a shabby representative
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Of the Right Sort
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For More Than Twenty Years
BUILDINGS RAISED OVER
from a rough city, clinging to hillsides
to a city of level blocks and easy
grndes.
genius
With
Thomson has planned half a century
ahead of present demands; he has cut
through the hills arteries for the
commetce of the future to follow
ea.-twest., north and south, and' Is
filling In th lowlnids f ir sites for
future factories.
The moving of houses to new locations has caused the greate. t Inconvenience to the general public. A
number of times main lines of table
far-sight-

FORTY

FEET FOR

I

1

III

llll Ml

A FILL.

and electric cars have been blockd
for a day at a time by some house on
its way to a new location and in some
sections of the city where streets have
been lowered 30 to 40 feet without
lowering adjacent property, residents
have been compelled to reach their
front doors with long ladders until
Jighit of steps have been constructed.
In spite of these Inconveniences the
people remain good naturd, looking
beyond present obstacles to the time
when the work of improving on nature's Job shall have been finished.

r ...vi4fl&w

THE CITIZE
hat been producing the hfgh- - v
est class of Job Printing for
the business men of this city
and the other cities and
towns of New Mexico. We
have always kept abreast
with the times and are better than ever equipped to
execute your order.
Whether it be a hundred
cards or a hundred thousand
edition, your order will receive the careful attention of
competent workmen.
We guarantee prompt delivery and full count.

MM

Attractive, Business Getting

1- -4

PRINTING
i,1

MOVINQ

HOUSE FROM PATH OF

pro-tectl-

No.

24.
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Sixtieth gas; W. W. Nichols anil wife, fcSun
Marcial; Mr. and Mrs. Smith. Trinidad; Erma Tears. Denver; Hiuuche
SOLOMON LUNA,
Albuquerque, N, M. (lordon und son, Alamogordo.
II. W. KELLY,
Savoy.
Las Vegas, N. M.
Susie E. Milliken, FoNom; R. Rear,
J. A. DELFELDER.
I?.
Cleveland;
Redickek, Uoswell;
Lander, Wyo.
Cora Dudd. Cora Johnson, Roswell;
P. O. JOHNSTON,
Larkin,
R.
Ias Vegas; Mrs. A. J.
lilackfoot, Idaho. R.
Smith, lmwson; Fri'd Howorth, Raton; Ola iilbert, Willard; H. S. liuun,
IIOTi:i, ARRIVALS.

Congress.)

Tariff

Hearings,

Li

Ktlirgfn.
H. U.
A. Owen.

McFarland, Silver City; H.
Silver City; C. M. Dougliw.
Kxtancla; II. i. Miller, Riackn.ck, N.
",.
W.
M.:
):.
W.
Smith. P.irland.
helt,,M r.inri,i.
i u.,u.....i.
h
Mountalnair; Chas. L. Hurt, Mauri-wa- s
talnalr; Arnold Young. Estancla.

.

Alvnrado.
Miss Ruth Crawford, Mrs. O. K.
Angle, .silver City; C. H. Kltnendor f.
Klm,'ii,i,irf w F. Mills, New v.. ..in
W. K. Garrison, .Milla Park;
Hlte, Kansas City; J. A. Lott, Las Ve
.

Vegas.

1XJH ICKXT.
I have a well Improved ranch

As a man is judged by the
clothes he wears so a firm is
judged by the printing it
sends out. Do you realize the
value of a neat, well printed
letterhead or booklet?

of
acres two miles north of Awaglbuquerque, lately plowed, a new
on, two horses with harness and farm
implements for rent on terms to suit
to a party who understands farming
or gardening. Inquire of Elfego Raca,
Room 26, New Arinijo block.
about

14
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Suggestions
Few
useruL holiday

A

yoR

CLASSIFIED ADS

FOUR

PFTEt.

MILLION LONDON SPENDS

rtrmtKNTB

Buy them now and avoid th rush.
We will keep for you:
Nurse rockers, f 1.60 up; Arm rockers, 13.00 and up; Leather Seat Diners, $2.50 and up; Child' Chairs, 40c
and up; Child's Rockers 45c and up;
Morris Child's Chairs, $1.60 and up;
Large Morris Chairs $7.50 up; Princess Dressers, $15.00 up; Solid Oak
Dressers, $10.0 up; Buffets, $16.00
up; Sideboards, $16.00
up; Hand
Pearl Paintings. $1.76 up; Phonographs $20.00 up; Axrnlnsters & Body
Brussels Art Squares, $13.00 up; Ingrain Art Squares, $3.00 up; Upholstered Couches, $5.00 up, and many
other things too numerous t men-tlo- n.

CHRISTMAS

MILLIONS FOR

TREES

CHARITY

,

They Reach More People Daily Than You Can See In a Month

WANTED

PHUSONAL rTtOPERTY LOANS

one lady cook,
403 Went Central avenue.
WANTED A girl fer the kltchuii

MONEY to LOAN

(Number

WANTED

602 Weat

TUcra.

situation

In

god country

Aedr
town in Nw Mexico.
lary. to..
with particular a to
Albuquerqu
C. B. Qullck, oar
Citlsea.
WAjNTBU
Information regarding
farm or basiness far sale;
locatloa; wi4 ta hear
from owner only, whe will sell direct ta buyer; give price, description, ana etate when possession can
be had. Address L. Darbyshlre,
Box t!3, Rochester, N. T.
WANTBD At once. Woman with
aome knowledge of coklng, to da
light housework. Mrs. J. W. Pres- tel. IIS Marquette avenue.
WANTED buoceas Mara erne require the services of a man In Albuquer' que
to look after expiring subscriptions and to aecura new business by
means of special methods unusualposition permanent;
ly effective;
prefer on with experience, bat
would consider any applicant with
good natural qualifications; salary
n.
tl.10 per day, with commission
Address, with references, R.
room Ml. Success
C. Peacock,
Magazine Bldg., New fork.

nt

aut

par-tlcui- ar

op-tle-

furnished Rooms
FOR RENT 4'ew, ciean and well
ventilated rooms, nicely furnished,
Grande
Rio
rates reasonable.
Rooming House, 619 West Central
FOR RHNT Two turn toned rooms
for light housekeeping; close busiJno. M.
low rent.
ness center;
Moore Realty Co.. 219 W. Copper.
FOR RENT Three nice large sunny
rooms for light housekeeping; also
one large store room, cheap. Apply
M Weat Central. Call at rear.
STOLEN.
Sat of alngle haraese and
sarglcal Instruments. Re
South
. L. Burton, -- tit-

8TOLBN
ease
"
ward.

PHYSICIANS
SOLOMON

rUyaUdaa and Sorgoon.
Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Herses,
Wagons and other chattel, alao aa
10 So. Walter St. Phone
SALARIKH AND WAREHOUSE) RE- Residence,
1030. Orflce, 9 Harnett Bldg.
CEIPTS, aa low aa 110 and aa high
Phone, 617.
as
Loan ar quickly made and
strictly private. Time: One month ta
one year given. Goods remain In your
DBS. BRONSON
BRONSOlf
possession. Our rates are reasonable.
aa
swing.
Call and sea
before borr
noaaonpathlo rbyslnlan ami
TIIK HOUSEHOLD LOAN OO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
Over Vaan's Drag Stare
arts of the warld.
OMe
i RrstnVnns 1MI.
3
4,
Bldg.
Reams
Grant
and
Weat
Central Avenue.
3$H
A. G. SHORTLE, M. D.
PIUTATK OFFICES.
Open Evening.
Practice limited to Tabercolosla.

Walter street.

SALESMEN

now ! ta

FOR ItBNT A modern four-roohouse. Apply C. A. Hudson, 118
"
North Second street.
FOR HUNT I'srtion of good warehouse; easy af access for drays delivering r hauling goods. Innulre
"B" this office.
m

Room

8,

11

and

Telephone Ma.

and

10,

to

1

Veterinary Surgeon
DR. R. L. SHARP
Veterinary burgeon.

(Registered)

Office Phone Nos. $99 and 71. Office, 111 John Street. Home, 111
FOR SALE Residences, ranches and
& Broadway. Phone 1149.
city lota; some good bargains. Rio
Albuquerque, N. M.
Grande Valley Land Co., John
Bor-radail- e,

agent. Corner Third and
DR. PERCY S. ISAACSON,
Gold avenue.
FOR SALE Or will exchange for Al(Graduate of Toronto, Canada.)
buquerque real estate, eight fine
residence lots at Long Beach, Cal.
Veterinary Surgeon and Dentist.
Apply at Citizen office.
tt Phone 711; night phn
lit!. OfFOR HALE OR THADL An easy fice: Frank' blacksmith ahop.
living, automatic pop corn and peanut roaster; good as new. Apply
220 West Silver quick.
DENTISTS
FOR SALE A fine Hard man piano,
good as new, beautiful tone. A
DR. J. K. CRAFT
chance to possess an Instrument of
unexcelled make at just half what
Dental Surgery.
it ia worth. On exhibit at Whit-son- 's
Music store, 124 South Sec1 and S. Barnett BaOdtna
ond street, Albuquerque.
Over triileUy's Drag
FOR SALE: Four business lots west
Appointments made by
end of viaduct; a snap, at $2,40.
Id.
M. P. Sterna.
FOR SALE: Remington typewriter,
DRS. COPP AND PETTIT.
fine order. Mlllett studio.
FOR SALE Transient
hotel and
DENTISTS.
rooming house. Box 44.
FOR SALE
Milton 6., 7 -- year-old
trotter; fast and stylish. Also three
Reoaa 12,
yeung Jersey cows. 1413 South
Broadway. Gee. A. Blake.
honey, 10
FOR SALE! Extracted
N. T. Armijo Building.
pound for $1.09; 19-lcan for
$5.00.
Orrter by postal of W. P.
Allen, P. O. box 201, Albuquerque,
EDM UN B J. ALGER, D. D. ft.
M.

hour. a. m. to 1I:M p.
1:M to p. aa.

Office

S4

9)

Appointeoents mad) by
Weat Central Avenue,

LAWYERS
R. W. D. HRYAN

at Law

Attorney

ts,

OAo

Fim National Bank
Albnajnetqne, New
K. W. BOBsKXH

Attorney a4 Law.
OCsen. Cromwell Block.

AJhuqaemnc X. bf.
IRA

Business Cppcrtunhles
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ESTATE

M. BOND

Alaorney

mer-ai4ilri-

rs
K

Wu.shliiKtun, Di'C.
28. The most
ne,.d of the army of the United
States At present Is an
rem
Hdt-ouat- e

edy for the evila resulting from detached service of officers, says Major
General J. Franklin Bell, chief of
staff," In hkt anpual report.
H also
says that thp time has arrived when
the United States can no longer afford to irmintaln an "Inadequate army
for peace needs, nor an army with an
antiquated organization.''
According to Oeneral Hell
the
number of oflicers on detached service is 691. The result 1.4 characterized
as very
and among other
given as the first cause for
thins
the large number of desertions among
enlisted men. Oeneral Hell dwelta at
length upon the bad effects of young
and inexperienced commanders upon
whom responsibility falls In the absence of officers, to perform duty, n
part directed by Congress and
necessitated by the good of the military service. He says the only way
this evil can be remedied Is by legislation.
General Hell Buys that'll Is a "discouraging fact that In case of a sudden outbreak of hostilities
with a
first c I acts nation there are not sufficient troops In the country, even
when reenforced
by the national
guard of the various states to form
an army after deducting the necessary force to provide a small garrison at our permanent posts and the
neceiwary Infantry supports for our
sea coust fortifications. The Infantry
army Is referred to as too weak numerically for the services required of
It, even In the time of peace. In proof
of this General Bell says that since
January 1, 1898, many regiments have
spent more than half their time In a
tropical climate.
Insufficient
time
therefore being allowed In the United
States for the officers and men to recover from one tour of service abroad
before another begins. The cavalry
arm b spoken of as an "antiquated
organization."
General Bell says that no civilised
nation claiming to have a modern
army has its cavalry arm organized
as the American oavalry Is today. Ha
says that the field artillery should be
Increased and declares that the engineer corps Is Insufficient, both in the
commissioned and enlisted personnel,
for the duty devolving upon It In time
of peace. The ncarcity of engineer

General Bell says the corps should
receive a liberal appropriation to en
able It to continue Its experiments In
aerial navigation. General Bell says
that the efficlancy of the cavalry and
infantry in small arms shooting Is
probably greater at the present date
than at any time In history. The president's physical testa for officers Is
Inpraised as having produced an
creased Interest in physical culture
and the general care of health among
officers. .He adds that some test and
some physical examination haa .come
to stay as a part of the American
military system. Increased pay for
the army has had the effect. General
Hell reports, of reducing the number
of vacancies In the enlist force and
of obtaining o. better list of
officers.
The old days of forming an army
with more or less efficiency, out of
raw recruit Is passed, he says. The
idea that all that Is required to make
a soldier out of a man is to put him
In uniform and place a rifle In his
hands is denounced as dangerous to
the nation and one that can not be too
strongly opposed.

s

lat-fr- e

NOTICE OF FILING OF ADMINISTRATOR'S FINAL REPORT.
Notice Is heroby given that th final
report of George P. Learnard, administrator of the estate of Sarah E.
Overstreet, deceased, was filed in the
probate court of Bernalillo
county
en Tuesday, the 8th day of December,
1908, and that the probate court has
fixed Monday, the first day of February, 1909, as the day for th hearing
All perand consideration thereof.
son Interested In said estate and having- any objection to said report ar
notified to file the same on or before
said time, otherwise said report may
be approved, said administrator dls
charged and said estat closed up.
Dated this 18th day of December,
190S.

GEO. P. LEARNARD,
Administrator.
I have used Chamberlain' Stomach
and Liver Tablets for aome time, and
can testify that they have done me
more good than any tablet I have
evtr used. My trouble was a heavy
dull feeling after eating. David
Freeman, Kempt. Nova Sootia, Thes
tablet strengthen the stomach and
Improve the digestion. They also regulate th llvtr and bowels. They ar
far superior to pills but cost no more.
Get a free sample at any drug store
and see what a splendid medicine

tt

la.

o

WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Med Every Friday Evening
at 8 Sharp.
FOREST AT 2iai W. Central
B. W. Moore, C. O.
D. E. Phillip, Clerk.
403 West Lend Ave.
VISITING SOVEREIGNS WEL- COME.

M

Mar,

Oslm

F Mreet, N. W, Wa.htngtoa, D. C

HxciuiB'sioini

TBCn. K. D. MADDISON
Atorney

at Law.

(Sates

OMe 117 Weat Gold Ave.

LAWYERS
JOHN W. WILSON
Attorney
Bank Bldg.

at Law.
Albaqnerqae,

(Referee In Bankruptcy)
Otace Phone 1171.

N. bL

ARCHITECT
r. W. SPKNCKR

For thQ Christmas and New Year
Holidays the Coast Line will sell
tickets to all points where the one
way fare is Lless than $10.00 at
rate of one and
fare for
the round trip. Tickets on sale
Dec. 23, 24, 25, 31 and Jan. 1st.
Final return limit Jan. 4, 1909.
Call at ticket office for full partic-- "
one-fourt- h

till Soul

Walter Street.

Phone Uo

INSURANCE
B. A. 6LEYSTKR
,

Real Estate, Notary
Pmblte.

IS and 14, Oosaw II
llHwnaertre. N. M. Pbone

Faranc

ulars.

Block.
1S

AGENT

T.

T.

PUR&Y, Agent,

A. 7. & S.
tttta-ttttttntn- ;

r. Coast

Lino

Washington, Dec. 28. The country' forests again have' been called
upon to supply about four million
Christmas trees, and again many persons have asked themselves and have
queried the United States forest service, "Is the- custom a menace to the
movement for forest preservation?"
In the millions of happy homes
over the country where the younger
generation has made the Christmas
tree the center of play since early
Friday morning, there are many
mothers and fathers who have given
the question more or less thought.
From Sunday schools and other organisations also, which hold an annual celebration around a gayly trimmed evergreen for the benefit of the
little ones, has come the question
whether It Is consistent to urge conservation of forest resources and then
to cut millions of young trees every
year to afford a little Joy in the pas
sing holiday aeason.
"Yes, It Is consistent and proper
that the custom should be maintained," has been the answer of
United States Forester Glfford Pln- chot In every case. "Tree are for
use, and there is no other use to
which they could be put which would
contribute so much to the Joy of
man as their use by the children of
this one great holiday of the year.
'Th number of trees cut for this
use each year is utterly Insignificant
when compared to the consumption
for other purposes for which timber
Is demanded. Not more than four
million Christmas trees are used
each year, one In every fourth fam
ily. If planted four feet apart they
could be grown on less than 1,500
acres. This clearing of an area equal
to a good-size- d
farm each Christmas
should not be a subject of much wor
ry, when It Is remembered that for
lumber alone It Is necessary to take
timber from an area of more than
100,000 acre every day of the year.
"It Is true that there has been a
serious damage to forest growth In
the cutting of Christmas tree In various sections of the country, particularly In the Adlrondacks and part
of New England, but in these very
sections the damage through the cutting of young evergreens for use at
Christmas Is infinitesimal when compared with the lose of forest resources
through fires and careless methods
of Numbering. The proper remedy Is
not to stop using tree but to adopt
wiser methods of use."It is generally realized that a certain proportion of land must always
be used for forest growth. Just a for
other crops. Christmas trees are one
form of this crop. There Is no more
reason for an outcry against using
land to grow Christmas trees than t)
grow flowers."
The foreet service
upholds
the
Christmas tree custom, but recognize
at the same time that the Indiscriminate cutting of evergreens to supply
the holiday trade has produced a bad
effect upon many stands of merchantable kinds of trees in different sections of the country. Waste and destruction usually rfault when woodlands are not under a proper system
of forest management.
Foresters say
that it Is not by denying ourvelses
the wholesale pleasure of having a
bit of nature In the home at Christmas that the problem of conserving
the forests will bo solved, but by
learning how to use the forests wisely and properly. The ravages through
(forest fires must be checked, the
many avenues of waste of timber In
Its travel from the woods to the mill
and thence to the market must be
closed, and almost numbcrloHS Important problems demand attention
before the Christmas tree.
Germany Is conceded to have the
hlghnst developed system, of forest
management of any country, yet its
per capita use of Christmas trees Is
greatest. The cutting of small trees
for Chrlstmaj is not there considered
In the least us a menace to the forest,
but, on the contrary, us a means of
Improving the forest by thinning and
as a source of revenue. It is therefore constantly encouraged.
Therels little doubt but that the
time will come when the Christmas
tree Imnliiexs will become a recognized Industry In this country, and thut
us niuL'h attention will be given to It
ag will be given to the growing of
crops of timber for other uses. This
time may not be fur off, for it is already understood that only through
the practice of foreatry, which means
both the conservation of the timber
which remains mid carefully planned
Kystems of reforestation,
will it be
li.wMlbli- - to supply the country with
Its forty billion feet of lumber needed
each year, us well us the few million
little trees uxed ut Christmas time.
-
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Chief of Staff Tells of Improve- ments Required In Our
Fighting Force.

dlna-tlrnu-

officers Is due chiefly. General Bell
says to Increase In river and harbJr
work, fortifications and the construction of the Panama canal. A compliment Is paid to the signal corps
for "grent developments in scientific
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WANTED for 1989 who
has had experience in any line, to
ell general trade In New Mexico
an unexcelled specialty proposition.
N.
adCsamissina with $5 weekly
expenses. Our season
vance
peas January 4th. The Continental
Jewelry Co.. Cleveland, Ohio.
600 experienced salesmen 'ENTRAL EMPLOYMENT AGENCY
WANTED
of good address at one to sell
Tel. 711
Ill West Central Ave..
Mexican lands; big commissions;
n
contractor
furnished
for
Labor
to
our best men are making $500
notice.
All kind of help
ahort
buys
everybody
1 1.069 a month;
tarnished. Clerks, cooks, waiters,
land. Mexican West Coast Comservants, etc. Several high class
pany, Kansas City, Mo.
men want positions now. Record
salesof all applicants wig t carefully
WANTED Ilanest, energetic
looked op and non re commanded
men to sell a general Una of falgs,
unless reliable and competent t fill
grade food products to hotels,
and
position. Correspondence olic!ted,
farmers, rancher
H. C. Paulsen, Manager.
other large consumers. Experience
you the
we teach
unnecessary;
basin ess; exclusive territory. Oar
AGENTS
good are guaranteed full weight,
full measure and in every way
meet the reuiremenu of all pure AGENTS Opportunity
or lifetime;
food laws. Exceptional opportunno experience necessary, big cash
particular.
tor
taday
ity; write
profits dally and" on agent mad
will
John Saxton & company, Whola-sal- e
111 In en hour; every on
at.,
Franklin
buy; we Issue more accident and
Orevec. Lake
Chicago.
sickness policies than any other
similar company in th world; we
BIO MO NUT made selling our 11ns
give the most popular and cheapof Oaaollao Lighting System which
est Insurance written; new plan, 11
la ta moat extensive, mod rn and
a year for $100 policy; no assessmanufactured under on
'
In
ments r due; other amount
roof. Our latest Inverted light la
proportion; death benefit, weekly
m woader; 100 candle power; gen- -.
Indemnity, free medical attendance,
orated and lighted from the floor;
original popular feature, either
can b turned down to a very low
ex; all claim promptly and lib
pitch; will stand any draught;
owerally settled;
assets,
Insurance
suitable for th store or horn;
wo
$199,999;
reliable representatives
ing t it patentable feature
a.
caiprtt-tjawanted everywhere, exclusive ter
w caa protect you fr: m f
Mb
rltory; liberal, permanent Income
A five year guarantee
success;
Increasing
deeach year, absolutsly
each system; a proven
sure. Address International Cor
mand enormous; quick seller; big
poratlon, 111 Broadway, department
snoaey maker; exoluslva territory.
Illinois
6S. New York,
Knight Light Co.,
St. Chicago, iu,
Experienced Good Cough Medicine for Childrent
WANlVU Salesman.
The siaaon for coughs and colds
high Slaas staple line, country mer- now at hand and too much care can
opens
Season
1909.
chants, far
not be used to protect the children.
Jaaanry. Bax 8a, Cedar Rapids. Ia. A child Is much more likely tj conaALBSMEN interestea in Post Card tract diphtheria or scarlet fever when
id line, writ for our new offer. he has a eold. The qnutcker you cure
Free sample outfit, highest com- his cold the leas the risk. ChamWo manufacture
berlain's Cough Remedy Is the sole
plete line of albums, stands, cards, reliance of many mothers, and few of
view. Continental Art Co., $St W. those who have tried It are willing
"
to use any other. Mrs. F. F. Siarcher,
Monroe St., Chicago.
WANTED Capable sales man to cov- of Ripley, W. Vs., says: "I have never New Mexico with staple line. er used anything other than ChamHigh commissions, with $100.00 berlain's Cough Remedy for my chilmonthly advance. Permanent po- dren and it has always given go.td
This remedy contain!
sition to right man. Jess 11. Smith satisfaction."
no opium or other narcotic and may
Co., Detroit. Mich
Experienced, to sell our be given as confidently to a child a
SALESMAN
line cakes and candy specialties to to an adult. For sale by all druggists.
the retail grocery trade In Albuta per
Our hlilrt and oollur
querque and adjoining territory. fect. Our "DOMESTIC work
FINISH" Is
Lowest prices; highest quality: lib- the rM-- r 1I1I11& We lead others
eral commission contract; exclusive follow.
Comterritory. The Riwr-Runkl- e
IMPKKIAL LAUNDRY CO.
pany, Kenton, Ohio.
SALESMAN

FUTRELLE FURNITURE CO.

$.

FOR RENT

The Custom Is Not a Menace The Christmas Holidays Al
to the Forests. However,
ways Brings Out Big .
Says Olfford Pin.
Sums From the
chot
Wealthy.

Everything to furnish the house.
Cash or payments.

L. BURTON, M. D.

On

FOR RHNT Jood sadsle aorse ler
hi keen. Phene 11H.
hell
Two first cla-n- e
WAiM'UU
at Arvaraao htel.
PRINTER Sober, cellaMe printer
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DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications,
as tney cannot
reach th diHeased portion of the ear.
way
Is
only
to cure deafone
There
ness, and thut Is hy constitutional remla
edies. Deafness
caused by an
condition of he mucous lining
of the Kumachtan Tubo.
When tins
tube is Imifiined you have a rumbling
ound or I m perfect bearlng( and when
It Is entirely closed. Deefness la tn
result, and unleas the Inflamatlon can
be taken out and this tulm restored to
Its normal condition, hearing wn. b
destroyed forever ;nlns caes out of ten
are caused by t'atarrb, whlcn la nothing but an Inllauitd condition of ibe
mucous surfaces.
Via will jt'vs On
if jndred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (eauiied by catarrh, that cannot be cured by Hall s
Catarrh lure. Send for circulars free.
F. J. CI1KNKV
CO., Toledo, O.
Hold hy Drurslats, 76e.
iully mil tor
Take Hall

London, Dec. 28. London Is a city
of the most violent contrasts. Upward of 2,000,000 of Its Inhabitant
are on the verge of starvation; 122.-0of Its children attend Its public
institutions in a
d
condition; it boasts an unemployment
problem the like of which the world
has probably never seen before; and
broken, blasted, desperate men and
women parade Its streets In thousands
cursing the country that gave them
birth, and wildly threatening the
powers that stand between them, and
open riot and anarchy.
Let London,
d
and
cruelly unresponsible as It may seem
at other time of the year, is a fairy
prince of charity at C'irlstmas time.
It plays th rol of Santa Onus with
a mora lavish hand than anyother
city In the world, and distributes its
YuletJde cheer with a munincenco
that Is almost wicked. Of the 150
000,000 spent In charity in England
in the course of a year more than 15
per cent I accounted for on December 26th; of the 122.000 starving
school children In Its schools, no one
goes without his feast; of Its thous
ands of poor cripples,
or
imprisoned within the fou? walla of
mean
their
homes, It Is tlio city's
unproud 'boast that no one Koea un- by
cheered
the almost unlimited
bounty of Father Christmas.
In London, among the children of
the poor, ChrlHtmas Is the one big
event of their hungry little lives. At
Christmas
each school gets up a
"reast,- - and every child receives a
substantial "tuck In" at the expense
of the local authorities.
Though
the London County Council does not
give an official banquet to children on
Christmas day. It sanctions the pay
ment of money out of its funds to
various schools for the purpose of
providing "Christmas dinners."
One of the leaders among those
who aid the poor Is Sir John Kirk. '
director of the Ragged Hchools of
London. The carrying out of tha
worthy Sir John's programme each
year brings Santa
Claus .nto tho
homes of thousands.
The Ragged
Schools, of which he has charge, are
situated In the most congested districts of the elty, and are only attended by children whose parents are too
poor to properly clothe and feed
Upward of 4660 voluntary
them.
teachers direct the schools, and they
are In touch with more than 100,000
children. The number of Christmas
dinners and hampers which find their t
way into the homes of poor children
through the Ragged School alone la
estimated at nearly 50,000.
Perhaps the most sumptuous of alt
the Christmas feasts given by the organizations affiliated with the Ragged
Schools Is that which takes place at
the Guildhall, where, a special dinner
Is provided for about 1500 little one.
This feast Is prepared with all the
pomp and ceremony possible. In order
that the minds of the children may
be impressed with the grandeur of
the unforgetable occasion. Aldermen-doaprons and wait upjn the table.
After the dinner, whatever Temaln
at the banquet Is distributed among
the waiting poor outside tho doors.
The dinner at the Guildhall Is almost an international affair, for tho
reason that several of the English colonies send substantial donations to
the expenses. South Australia sends
every year, through ita Ragged
School society known as the "Sunbeams" $750, while British Columbia
contributes an equal amount
Leopole de Rothschild sends each
year about $15,000 worth of flowers to
the London children's hospitals, and
also donates such luxuries as th
children are permitted to have. H
sends literally
tons of toys to th
children's wards, many of them
of the most
mechanical
pattern, and some of gre-a- t cost.
00
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Muscular Pains Cured.
"During th summer of 10$ I was
truobled with muscular pains In th
instep of my foot," say Mr. S. Pedlar, of Toronto, Ont. "At time It was
to painful I could hardly walk. Chamberlain' Pain Balm was recommended to tn. so I tried It and was completely cured by one small bottle. I
have since recommended It to several
of my friends, all of whom peak
highly of It." For sale by all druggists.

It is not whut you pay for advertising but what
aclvertldlng PATS
YOIT, that nakes it valuable.
Our
rates are loweet for equal service.
Medicine That Is Medicine.
"I have suffered a good deal with
malaria and stomach complaints, but
I have now found
a remedy that
keeps me well, and that remedy la
Electric Bitters; a medicine that Is
medicine for stomach and liver troubles, and for run down conditions,"
says W. C. Klestler, of Halliday, Ark.
Electric Bitters purify and enrich the
bljod, tone up tha nerves, and Impart vigor and energy to the weak.
Your money will be refunded if It
falls to help you. H0c at all drageistH.
Sond for Our Select I.it of
FIFTY C A LI FORNIX PAP K US
hereby you can
dis- pl:iv ads In all cn ers f ir
FIVE !OT.T,XKS PIMt INCH
The IUo Advcrii-iii- ir
Agency,
Incorporated.
427 S. Main St. 12 Greary St.
Los Aneele, Cal. Pan Francisco.
l
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DO YOUR EYES TROUBLE YOU

OOur

MONDAV,

MALOY'S

t

Vast Experience in the
Optical Profession

110
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Insvrs In the Occidental Life.
Extra large, genuine, smoked White

Fish at the Ban Jose Market.
John C. Spears, of Gallup, J."ew
Mexico, was a visitor In the city yes
terday.
H. O. Miller ,of Black Rock, is
upending a tew days in the city attending to matters of business.
Best coffee in town for the money.
No. 87 Blend. Richelieu grocery.
Finnan Haddle at the 6a n Jose
Market.
M. W. Marvin, of Heaton, N. M..
arrived in the city last night and will
remain for a few days' visit.
All kinds of shelled nuts at the
Richelieu grocery.
Mrs. James Wroth, of Fifth street
and Copper avenue, will entertain
this afternoon in honor of Mrs. R. P.
Hall, of Hollywood, California.
Fresh shipment Finnan Haddle at
(he San Jose Market.
Mr. and Mrs. C. M. Wells spent the
day yesterday In the city visiting
friends. Mr. Wells Is connected with
the Eastern railway offices at Bclen.
Mr. and Mrs. M. O. Chadbournc, of
West Tijerus avenue, aro enjoying a
visit from, the latter's father, H. A.
Jastro, of BakcrsMeld, California.
Don't fail to attend the Woodman
ball at Convention hall New Year's
Eve. Cavanaugh orchestra. Ball first
class In all its appointments.
E. C. James has opened a new restaurant at 2184 .South Second street
called the "Ozark." Mr. James says
he will make a specialty of good cof-

to $3.00
to $2.50
to $5.00
to $3.50
to $1.50
65c to $2.50

Prices flat will pot lutm tvlt.li
"lOsr read as Christmas Gifts.
We have a very fine line of handsome Plumes which we are offerithis week at a radical reduction in price. Tou should not fail
g
to see them.
I! Q g'gl3CT P. tFVSZS
ng- for

Those Trimmed Hats from $1.00 up.
Have been going rapidly, but we still have a good assortment Any
of them are worth much more, than we are asking and many of
them are worth double.
toti:ilttgg5ia51lligg'pqfl t gfi&t
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GIVE A USEFUL PRESENT

M. W. FLOURNOY,

Fresh apple cider for New Tear's
at the Richelieu Grocery.
The Royal Highlanders will meet in
regular session in Elks' hall this even-in- g
at 7:80 o'clock. Important business.
All members requested to be
present.
Dr. John P. Wagner and wife, 'of
Kansas City, are guests at the AN
I varado for a few days.
Mr. Wagner
Is making his home In Santa Fe for
(the winter.
New Year's turkeys, Richelieu Grocery store. Leave your order early. '
Dr. C. M. Light, president of the
Normal school at Silver City, is among
the prominent educators in the city
attending the meeting of the educational association.
Erwln Tears, general traffic agent
for the New York Central lines, Is
In the city from his Denver headquarters, and will remain here several
days In the Intercut of his company.
Fine line of Christmas candles at
the Richelieu grocery.
Col. D. K. B.
and I. Cox
will entertain fifteen guests at a dinner party tonight in :he Sellers real
tstat office. The rorn will be
with Indian blankets and curios,
i
Special convocation of Rio Grande
chapter No. 4, R. A. M., Tuesday
even.ng, December 29, at 7:30 o'clock.

H5-U- 7

S. First St.

President

J.

D. K. B. SELLERS, Vice President
C. FLOURNOY, Secretary;

Whitney Company

dec-prat- ed

VlfholcsQlcMQtdwQtc
Mail Orders Solicited.
North 1st Street

Wholesale Prices

All Sizes and Prices

M.

For First Class Work

ani

Pvompt Delivery

HUBBS LAUNDRY CO.
VHITE WAGONS

Great

i

Clearance
Sale
on Clothing and Furnishings begins

itn

tm

25 cent-)- .

Mrs. Geo. K. Augle, the wife of Dr.
Geo. K. Augle, who is president of the

of Folsom, N. M., was sentenced to fifteen days in the co".ty
Jail by Judge McClellan this morning
for stealing a bicycle. The bicycle
was stolen from an Italian on North
First street. Doyle attempted to sell
It to Chas.' Keppler, the South Second
street second hand dealer.
Mrs. McMahon and daughter, Anna,
of Las Vegas, arrived in the city last
night. Miss McMahon will represent
the I,as Vegas high school in the
oratorical contest to be given in the
Elks' theater tonight. Miss McMahon
In the daughter
of J. E. McMahon,
trainmaster of the New Mexico division of the Santa Fe.
Those who missed seeing the new
bill of moving pictures at the rink
last night, missed seeing some of the
most magnificent and attractive pictures ever shown in the city. The
first was Alphonse Daudet's great love
drama "LArlcsienne," pictured In detail. Just as It has been played by
some of the leading actors of the
world. The second picture "Her Flowers," was a beautiful hand colored
Doyle,

PRESENTS

filled

ud silver cases; all prices

EWELRY...

auMat makes Hawks and Libby. We are crowded
mma will give 10 per cent discount to cash buys.

...SILVERWARE...

both Sterling and Plated.
Jewelry Store
See us for anything usually found in first-claQuality is absolutely guaranteed and prices as low as reliable
goods can be sold
ss

fr.

EVERITT
The DIAMOND PALACE

Central Avenue

Opposite Sturges Hotel

LIVERY AND BOARDING

STABLE

Wttt Sllwr Awaa
Albuqumrqut. H. U,

311-31- 9

TELEPHONE ST

January

Monday, Dec. 28, 1908

is also marked at very attractive prices,
and we invite an inspection and comparison

book-keepi-

We give you both. Conjpare our coal with
others as to QUALITY and TEST WEIGHTS
as to QUANTITY, and be convinced that ours
is the best and cheapest. We also handle
mill wood, mountain wood and kindling.

2

JOHN S. BEA VEN
BO 2

FOR SALE.
Horses, cows, burros, mules, sheep
or any livestock, at too North Broad'
way.
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WASHBURN CO.

119 W. Gold

122 S. Second
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We ,iave Just received
now lot
,
v,.ry prMty lhu
nKimQ
They will be sold as low as 1.50 up.
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priced, for Holiday specialties.

Corner Central and FiftjI"

Phone 944

Lady Assistant

BEST PRICE

CHRISTMAS

GALLUP LUMP COAL
GALLUP

EGG COAL

jjSHOPPERS

MILL WOOD AND KINDLING

nn.

AZTEC FUEL

B. H.

i:

Phone 251

Briggs

SHOULD

& Co.

DRUGGISTS
ALVARADO

PHARMACY

Corner Gold Ave. and 1st St.

HIGHLAND

SEE OUR

Apples
Bananas
Oranges
Layer liultdiis
Candied Citron and Peels.
Fine line of the best Candy,
Jersey Sweet Potatoes
The best of Native Vegetables
All kinds or Nute.
Imported Dates and Figs
Home Made Mince Meat.

PHARMACY

Occidental Building

Bring Ut Your Prescription

Your Credit is Good
v.

Kodak Developing and Finishing

Hawley on the Corner

WINDOW

GliA&U

iSKINNER'S
South
205

A

M
K

E
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disfiguring ekin eruptions,
serofula, pimples, rafhee, etc., are due
to Impure blood.
Burdock
Blood
Bitters Is a cleansing blood tonic.
clear-eyeyou
Makes

GLASS

Show your individuality by
buying something' distinctive
for Xmaa gifts. We carry an
exclusive line of Oriental Novelties besides our Meitcss Qoeds
and lodlta Curios.
215 S. 2d St.

Near P. 0.

C. A. IIUDSOX.

Most

WINDOW

First Street

SAM KEE

clear-braine-

d,

clear-skinne-

C. A. IITJDSOX.

STRUT.

at the ...

FitKK! i'ki:i-:Standard Phonograph given
o
away. A chance given with each tl
iIi.VS
C. A. HUDSON.
purchase. Drawing Feb. lTth, 1909. WINDOW
Special low rates fur Holiday goods.
Subscribe for the Citizen and get
Futrelle Furniture l'o., Wivt end of
the news.
viaduct.
Our work is JUCUT In every de
For the tout work on shirt waldts
pot kuetit. Hubba Laundry Co.
iwtroiiize Hubbs Laundry tXfc
tiUVSS

N SECOND

Mrs. R. B. Patten

Wednesday eveiilnir. IHicetiilx-- r 80.
Tersonal Attention Given
Dr. t;eo. 10. ViiKfiit of the University
to All Work.
of t'hUtiKo, Mill five his famous lec
ture, "The Mind of the Mob." If you Mall Orders Solicited. SstUIsctloo Qiuraolecd
inlt It you'll regret it. Hie Hioux

WINDOW

-

BEST GOAL

Stew.

A $25

1.

is

The

E. M AHARAM

City Tribune says:
"Dr. George E. Vincent of the Uni
versity of Chicago, with his lire, enthusiasm and knack of saying things
pointpdly, commanded the numi rant
attention throughout his entire ad
dress and received a great
at
its close."

Strong Brothers

Call and hear the new double-face- d
records for the Victor. Latent selections on both sides. Whltson Music
store.

d,

E.

SOUTH FIRST STREET

WITH
WANTED Lady with child wishes
position to do light housework. Object, room and board and email
wages. Mrs. J. F. V., Citizen.
Clothe your family on $1,00 per week
Central A
FOR RENT Three nicely furnished
rooms for light housekeeping. 213
South Arno. Telephone 1404.

EldiS' OI'EltA llorSF..

Clothier

Quality and Quantity

OFFICE SUPPLIES
Another year has gone and a new
one ushered in. The old books are
to be closed up and new ones substituted. There are some new and
up to date methods of
that save a greal deal of labor. Get
next.
Here are some of the things we
carry mat you will need:
Ledgers, iournals. Astv hnnVi .no),
books and records, all sizes and' bind
ings.
Trial Balance Books,
Invoice Books.
The Shannon File.
The Clip File.
Order Books.
Sales Books (with or without your
name.)
Loose Leaf Books.
Our assortment of loose leaf books
covers everything In ordinary
demand.
We also carry a big assortment of
inns, Musnage, waste Baskets and
other office accessories.
Do you ever need legal blanks? We
have them.
When In need of engraved cards
give us a call. We take your order
and Insure prompt delivery.
We have a shlnment fit 'nt Tgn
just in, "Duke City" Linen, 25 cents
a rouna envelopes to match. Borne-th- ir
g fine.
STRONG'S BOOK STORE,
Phone 1104.
Next door to P. O.
TOO KTK TO CLASSIFY.

The Central Ave.

Simon Stern

;

"Hombre" got even with some of his
enemies by means of the wonderful
magic kerchief.
This entire bill of
pictures will be repeated tonight and
the DukeNClty band will furnish music for the skaters.
Dr. C. E. Lukens, of the Xew Mexico Children's Homo society, returned
to the city yesterday from a business
trip to Las Vegas. The doctor has
several very bright little girls and
boys ho would like to find homes for.
Summing up the work of the society
for the year, the doctor says that he
Is very well pleaded with what has
been accomplished.

AT

W.J. PATTERSON

Neckwear and Handkerchiefs

ADMISSION 25c
territorial association of physicians.
Is a guest at the Alvarado, accom- lanylng Miss Crawford, who will
represent the Silver City Normal
fchool In the oratorical contest to- picture, in which the blending of colnight. Mrs. Augle was a distinguishors and tints was perfect. The third,
ed reader and teacher of oratory In 'A Magic Handkerchief" was a comthe east.' '
ical magic picture of the most comiA man giving his name as James cal kind, showing how a much abused

"I every description,

i

We are also showing a fine line of BOYS'
CLOTHING which we have marked
down. Our Holiday line of

L.'

..CUT GLASS...

w

The Regular Prices

el.

Finger rings brooches, bracelets, back combs, etc.
-

OFF

D

I

...WATCHES...

Semi-Annu- al

Cbrllaa$ Praunt

Interscholastic

...DIAMONDS...

-J-

Sw$ll

New Mexico

of the finest quality, artistically mounted.

of all grades. In solid gold, gold
and every one warranted.

ONE-THIRA

MALOY'S

jj

Q

which we are anxious to close out, and we
quote them at

Geo. F. Albright and L. R. Ouynn.
who went over on the Uio Puerco a
week ago to hunt quail, are expected
home tonight. The horse they drove,
a pinto owned by Wallace Hessrlden,
PHONE 72
reached home last night, leaving the
hunters to follow.
Stated communication' of Temple
Lodge No. 6, A. F. and A. .M., this
evening at 7:30 sharp. Public Installation of officers.
All Masons, their
families and friends are Invited. By
order of C. O. Cushman, M. M. Frank
H. Moore, secretary.
Mrs. Solomon Gonzales, aged 20
years, died at 8:30 last night at the
ORATORICAL
CONTEST i!
family residence, 411 West Paciflo
avenue, after an Illness of several Z
;
months. Mrs. Gonzales was the wife
TWO
DIVISIONS
of Solomon Oonzalen, an employe of
Weiller and Benjamin.
Higher Institutions:
We have coal of the same grade
1. Vnlversdly of New Mexico.
and from the same mines that the
2. Agricultural College.
other coal dealers have. Don't forget
3. Normal School.
It and don't allow solicitors for other
companies to make you believe anyHigh Schools:
thing
Yours for a pquare deal.
Try us. Aztec Fuel Co., Phone 251. X wll,
Farmlngton,
Gal- .
Office corner First and Granite uve. X 1.... . .
l
The Home Mission Society of the
Highland M. E. church will give a
Muxlc by the Apollo and WagNew Year's social at Dr. D. E. Wilner Quartets of Las Vegas
son's, the Occidental building,. FriHigh School.
day evening, commencing at 7:30.
program, refreshments, and
a good social time. Every one come
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE I:
and help a good cause. Admission,

YEAR'S

NEW

DOUUUULXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXJU.

Smoking Jackets and Bath Robes

Oe'k.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

iXXXXJCXXXJOOOOUOOLOUOOJUOU.

r

There will be big doings at the
Modern Woodman meeting Thursday
nigK, December 31, at K. of P. hall
In the Elks' building.
Every Modern
Woodman is requM-.cto be Present
fd have a good time, i. E. Logsdon,

the

d

fee.

See
Our
Windows

L. BELL CO.

Je

PhoneI832

Superb Goods put up
in Handsome Boxes

In

We have on hand quite a stock of New,
Stylish

CANDIES

M. E. M. degrees.

PARAGRAPHS

tilgn class ostrich Plumes

208 S.

1904

M., P. M., and
All visiting companions aro welcome. By order of the
H. P. Harry Braun, Secretary.

for work

PERSONAL

$2.25
75c
$2.00
$1.50
5e

MISS LUTZ
'2nd

Established

Len$e Grinding Done on the Premises

To remember some of your friends before
Christmas and you received some presents you
did not expect. You can easily square yourself by buying a pair of our dainty Slippers or
Shoes and sending them as a New Year's gift.
Or may be you were disappointed in getting
that pair of Shoes or Slippers you had counted
on and they come handy for yourself.
In either case we are anxious and able to
serve you.
Stylish Shoes for Men
Comfortable House Slippers for men
Handsome Shoes for Women
Dainty Dross Slippers for Women
Neat Felt Slippers for Women
Shoe and Slippers for Children

South Second Street.

I,' IMS.

Prices Reduced

HEADLEY'S
BALTIMORE

Assures you aOsoluM ootnfort tn Glasses Ground and Fitted by us
BEBBER
OPTICAL CO., EXCLUSIVE OPTICIANS

WTCKMnFJl

C. A.

UIDmj

- It

DUKE CITY
HATTERS

GLEANERS

AND

and Gentlemen's doth-lu- g
of, all kinds, ruga and
drapes-teacleaned by the
VACUUM METHOD.
i

Laullee'

Uau Cleaned and Repaired.
!2J West Gold
Phone

A venae.

ii.

